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On July 7, 1949, the following resolve, chapter 28, w
approved by His Excellency the Governor:

Cfte Commontoealti) of e^aooacfnisctts

Resolve providing for an Investigation and Study by a Special
Commission to be known as “Market Authority” rela-
tive to the Handling of Essential Fresh Foods within
the Commonwealth.

Resolved, That a special unpaid commission, to be known as “Mar-
ket Authority” and to consist of two members of the senate to be
designated by the president thereof, three members of the house of
representatives to be designated by the speaker thereof, the commis-
sioner of agriculture, ex officio, and nine persons to be appointed by
the governor, of whom one shall be a representative of the fruit in-
dustry, one a representative of the poultry industry, one a repre-
sentative of the vegetable industry, one a representative of car-lot
receivers, so called, one a commission merchant, one a representative
of the retail fruit, poultry or vegetable trade, one the director of
markets of the city of Boston, and two shall be selected for their
special knowledge of and previous experience in the investigation of
markets and marketing facilities, is hereby established for the purpose
of investigating the handling of essential fresh foods within the com-
monwealth, with a view to making recommendations for the improve-
ment of market facilities for such handling. Said commission may
expend for clerical and other assistance and expenses such sums as
may be appropriated therefor, shall be provided with quarters in the
state house or elsewhere, and may travel and hold hearings within or
without the commonwealth. Said commission shall report to the
general court the results of its investigations and its recommendations.
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In carrying out the provisions of this resolve, the fol-
lowing persons were appointed to the Market Authority
Commi non:

B T Senate

A'LOR of Bost
Haley of Ro

Chai
#

Sen. Corn*

He
Charles Kaplan of Boston

Rep. Peter J, Jordan of Revere
Rep. Angelo V. Berlandi of Boston

01,

(

M Box

n /

M. (

ward A. Whelan, A
W. Bi

Arlington

J\

Id in Rooiirst meetn
House )ecember 2, 1949, SenateDecembe

Charles I. Taylor was unanimously elected chairman
nd Rep. Charles Kaplan, was unanimously elected vice-ted vie

hairman. John \\ . English of Boston was elected sec

Philip N. Good of Randolph was engaged as %ige

ket consulta
During the first meeting CommissionerChandler me

uthorized to file application ftchairmai

aid to the extent of $5,828.54 which the commis
entitled to under the acts of 1946 and this motioi

ime
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Mr, Chandler read portions of the report of fedei 1
fieials who made* a survey of Boston and vicinity w

respect to possible locations for a new wholesale produce
market. Copies of this report containing detailed infor-
mation of 13 sites suggested as possible locations for a new
market were presented to members of the Commission
for study. Several photographs were also shown. It was
explained that site number 8 was the most favored by the
federal officials to date. This site, comprising slightly in
excess of 170 acres of land and water is situated between
one and two miles from Boston’s down-town shopping
district. It lies between Southampton and Dover streets,
the main line tracks of the New York, Xew Haven &

Hartford Railroad and Albany Street, including South
Bav channel. This area is relatively low and would re-
quire considerable fill to permit the use of basements in
market buildings. South Bay channel would have to he
filled and substantial drainage would be required to carry
surface water and sewage now emptied into the channel.

The major portion of the area included in this site is
nvned bv the Xew York, Xew Haven & Hartford Rail-

Ithough a large portion is owned bv the city of
Boston and the Commonw( dth. The balance of the
tract is in the hands of about ) individu

Immediately south of Sou Hampton Street is an addi-
)f laud that also was sugtional tract of about 100 ,T(

:ested ite and might be regardedmarkt

part of site No. 8 or m be considered alone. The
and buildings on the originalestimated value of the land

site Xo. 8 is estimated tt be at least $2,500,000. Site
Xo. S could bv be )th the New Haven and Bos
ton & Albany railroads and is also within a few blocks of
Union Freight Railroad

access streets to downtow jut-oi-lowiimn

Boston would be by way of Doreh
Southampton Street. Utilities are avai

On Monday morning;, December 19,

Vvenue and
ailable on site No. 8.

mber 19, 1949, members of
the Commission inspected site No. 8, accompanied I
W. R. Crow, director of M arketing Facilities Branch of
the Production and Mark ding Administration of the
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United States Department of Agriculture, C. J. Otten
Market Economist of the United States Department of
Agriculture, who had charge of the Boston market sur-
vey, Dr. W. J. Faulkner and Gordon Anderson of Thomas
Worcester, Inc., Boston engineering firm, and others.

Mr. Otten explained that there are 13 feet of water in
South Bay at low tide. This very sluggish body of water,
iescribed by one member of the Commission as “nothing

but a cesspool” comprises 170 acres. Mr. Faulkner told
the Commission that a highway is planned where the
channel now is. Mr. Otten estimated it would cost about
$900,000 to fill the channel. He said that federal officials
had considered the possibility of using fill from Boston
Common, provided the garage under the Common is con-
structed in time. He also said he thought it would take
six months to fill the channel.

public hearing was held in Room 423, State House,
the same day, with Mr. Crow as the first speaker, who
explained that federal officials, as a result of their inves-
tigation of the Boston market problem, had reached the
conclusion that four million dollars annually is wasted
here because of traffic congestion, cross hauling and in-
ability to use modern labor-saving devices, thus adding
greatly to the cost of food to the average housewife. A
really modern market in Boston would require a site
where 1,000 railroad cars could be used at one time, he
explained. Streets in such a market district should be
more than 100 feet wide so that trucks could back up
directly to market buildings without porters to carry
merchandise to platforms and there should be plenty of
parking space so that 2,000 to 2,500 trucks could be
accommodated at one time.

Mr. Crow suggested that a 460-unit wholesale market
would be ideal if wholesalers of all kinds of product
moved into one market. Farmers’ sheds would be needed
for those who preferred to sell their own produce. He
said he believes Boston wholesalers should continue to use
regular public cold storage facilities as they appear to be
adequate. He suggested front and rear entrances to the
market buildings with platforms, and recommended that
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the units be grouped in units of 20, 25 or 30 with remov-
able partitions; each unit to be 22Yi feet wide. He
said that a proper wholesale market would require at
least 105 acres and advised picking up at least 45 acres
more to allow for expansion. If the extra land was not
required for the market it could be sold to help pay for the
facility and at a higher price than was paid for it.

Mr. Crow said that the federal investigators concluded
that the South Bay site was the best of the 13 analyzed
because of convenience to buyers, convenience to incom-
ing and outgoing trucks, and nearness to railroads. Engi-
neers of the federal agricultural department figured it
would cost $14,000,000 to build a modern 460-unit market
on the South Bav site.

To properly amortize the cost market rents would have
to be about 16 per cent higher than Boston merchants are
now paying, Mr. Crow explained, but the advantages
gained by labor-saving machinery, better and quicker
transportation, etc., would more than offset the rent in-
crease

The Commission held another public hearing in Boston
Fruit and Produce Exchange in Quincy Market, Boston,
on January 6 which was attended by 500 persons, most of
whom were merchants in the market district. One of the
speakers at this meeting was Atty. Harold Widett of
Boston, counsel for Boston Wholesale Meat Dealers Asso-
elation, who explained that the organization he repre-
sented handles 65 to 70 per cent of the meat sold in the
Boston market. He said that members of the organi-
zation held a special meeting two days previously and
were unanimously of the opinion that a new modernnew modern

wholesale market should be constructed in Boston. He
told of the traffic congestion confronting the industry, of
the lack of loading and unloading facilities, and the high
cost of handling meats. He said that the plants are anti-
quated and inadequate and explained how men have to
work in cellars without proper lighting facilities. He also
told of the “terrific sanitary problem” merchants have
to contend with. Trucking costs are continually rising,
he said, adding that the loss is tremendous, running into
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nillions of dollars annually, because of shrinkage and lack
of adequate facilities. He estimated the loss in the Bosto
market district at five million dollars a year which is re

fleeted in what the consume
Attorney Widett said the

r pays
o question of th

Boston. Such a market, he
ower prices to consumers be-
doing business with adequate

central market h
explained, would result ii

the reduced cost of
taciiitie

Many merchants who attended this hearing were anx
ious to learn the exact route of the new aerial highway
which is to cut through a part of the present market
district. Attorney Widett said that there is no doubt
that the whole market district will be disrupted even if

aken for construction of the
that this disruption would
lew market more necessary

only a small portion of it is t
aerial highway. He added
make the construction of a :
than liefore.

Additional hearings were held by the Commission at
Faneuil Hall on January 20, 1950, in Room 448, State
House, February 21, and Hotel Manger, March 10. On
the last-mentioned date the Commission listened to Judge
James R. Nolen, counsel for Business Improvement Asso-
ciation, Inc., of Massachusetts and a group of experts he
called in. This group is interested in having a new market
located in Rutherford Avenue, Charlestown, on a 38-acre
plot which would include the 10FJ acre site of the State
Prison. In a bill filed by
1080) the State Prison site
State at a cost of one doll
sion viewed this site and

the Association (House, No,
would be taken over from the
rr. Members of the Commis-
later the same day discussed

the matter at length at Hotel Manger

At an executive meeting in the Parker House on
March 10, members of the Commission unanimously

voted that revenue bonds finance the proposed new mar-
ket and that the Legislature be asked to appropriate
$lOO,OOO for the proposed Market Authority for prelim-
inary expenses in carrying out the act. This money
would be returned to the Commonwealth from the sale
of revenue bonds which would Ire sold to finance the mar-
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ket. At a later executive meeting the Commission vote
to increase the appropriatioi to $150,000.

igislation which is appended,
Authority would consist of

Under the terms of the le
the Massachusetts Market
seven members: the Coinn
Director of Markets of the
four members appointed fc
advice and consent of the
member by the Mayor of Bo:
her of the Authority shall re<

lissioner of Agriculture, the
e City of Boston ex officio,
}y the Governor, with the
Executive Council, and one
ston. Each appointive mem-
ceive the sum of $25 for each
ice as a member; provided,day or part thereof of serv

that no such member shall
such service a sum in excess
man who may receive a sum

•eceive in any one year for

> of $4,000, except the chair-
not in excess of $5,000 in am

one year. The Governor of the Commonwealth shall
designate one of the appointed members as chairman

On March 15 and 16 members of the Commission went
to Florida, where they inspected several markets in-
cluding the Dade County Co-operative Farmers Market,

aimers Market at Pompano
rs’ market at Florida City.

the largest Florida State Fai
Beach, and another farmers
The newest building of the 1
last year, was constructed ac
William C. Crow of the fedt
ture the same as suggested
ton market. This building w
Commission members.

Dade county market, built
according to specifications of
deral department of agricul-

for the proposed new Bos-
as closely examined bv the

Beach market are 100 feetThe streets at the Pompanc
wide but George B. Hogan, assistant director of Florida
State Farmers Markets, and J. L. Warren, the local mana-
ger, both said that if they were to build the market againre to build the market again
they would make the streets 150 feet wide.

On the return from Flori to Massachusetts, mem-
bers of the Commission stopped at Washington, D. (

and inspected the Northeast and Southwest markets, &and Southwest markets, ac-
:-ompanied by Saxon D. Clark, of Mr. Crow’s off
There they learned many things that should be avoidf
in the proposed new Boston market.

Three important things which members of the Com-
lission learned by these visits were (1) streets in a mod-
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ern market should be at least from 140 to 150 feet
wide; (2) unloading platforms should be at truck-bed
height; (3) adequate direct railroad connections are im-
perative.

Conclusions.
It, is apparent to members of the present Commission,

as it was to members of preceding commissions, that four
to five million dollars a year is being added to the food
bill of the people of Massachusetts because of present

market conditions in Boston. These include traffic con-
gestion, fire hazards, use of antiquated and obsolete han-
dling facilities, use of outmoded buildings, wide separation
of split markets and waste of perishable product

The Commission is of the opinion that an up-to-date
market the best in the L nited States could be con-
structed for the amount of money that is now wasted
in three to four years, provided these avoidable expenses
were eliminated

The Boston market is t
terminal in New England al
there are little different tin
years ago when horse-draw
and from the market long
road train or motor vehicle.

he largest food distribution
though the physical facilities
m they were more than 100
n vehicles conveyed food to

; before the advent of the rail-
Development of the market

has not kept up with distribution of its ever-increasing
volume of business. Thousands of trucks now haul food
to and from the market and cause intolerable traffic con-
gestion. Growers complain against traffic conditions
which compel them to spend 12 to 15 hours a day in the
market district. This results in serious loss to farmers
through spoilage from summer heat and higher prices to
consumers.

One producer stated that he can drive a load to New
York from Middlesex County in less time than he can
drive in and out of the Boston market district.

Waste and delay are inevitable. It is not possible to
state with accuracy how much food is lost through spoil-
age, but the housewife pays for it.
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The Commission is of the opinion that the bill which is
appended should be passed at this year’s session of the
Legislature. Construction of a new aerial highway through
Boston, for which thirty million dollars of last year’s
bond issue has been set aside, will begin soon, and will
disrupt the present market district. This is an added
substantial reason why a new market should be estab-
lished without delay.

We do not believe that commonwealth funds should
finance construction of this proposed new market. We
believe it should be financed by revenue bonds and that
the Legislature should appropriate $150,000 for prelimi-
nary expenses to assist the proposed Massachusetts Mar-
ket Authority in carrying out the terms of the appended
act, this money to be returned to the Commonwealth
from the sale of revenue bonds. We believe the site of

be left to the Massachusetts
hope the Legislature will set

the proposed market should
Market Authority which we

msive impartial investigation
insolidated wholesale produce

up. The results of an exte
and survey of sites for a co
market by the United State
to serve Boston and its disti

s Department of Agriculture
ibution area are contained in

ARLES I. TAYLOR,CH
via

CHARLES KAPLAN
Vic

ANGELO V. BERLANDI.
FRANCIS J. ROWEN.
WILLIAM J. GALVIN.
ADRIAN F. O’KEEFFE.
ELLSWORTH W. BELL.
JOHN CHANDLER.
THOMAS M. COLLINS.
HOWARD WHELAN.
CORNELIUS F. HALEY.
PETER J. JORDAN.
SIDNEY 11. RABINOVITZ.
JOHN D. BLACK.
L. M. CAZAYOUX.

Appendix B.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty

V\ Act establishing the Massachusetts MARKET

TS POWERS AND DUTIESTHOKITV AND DEFININ’

1 Whereas, The defem operation of this act would
<e, which is to remove the2 tend to defeat its purpo;

3 critical traffic hazards in the present market area in
modernize the methods of4 the citv of Boston, and

5 handling food, which would he of great benefit to the
6 citv of Boston and to the commonwealth, therefore
7 it is hereby declared to
8 sary for the immediate
9 convenience and necessi

Ie an emergency law, neces
preservation of the public

v

and House of Representatives
and hn the authority of the

Be it enacted by the Senate
n General Court assembled,
tame, as follmvs:

1 Section 1. As used in this act, the following

2 words and terms shall
3 unless the context sha
4 meaning or intent; -

have the following meanings

1 indicate another or different

5 (a) The word “proje
6 lished as a wholesale m

■ct ” shall mean the area estab-
arket district bv the Authority

PROPOSED LEGISLAT lON

V I’ PEN D I X A

C&e Commontocalt!) of Massachusetts
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7 together with all improvements thereon for the pur
8 poses of carrying out the provisions of this act.
9 (b) The word “Authority'” shall mean the Mas

10 sachusetts Market Authority established In- section
11 two of this act.

12 (c) The term “cost of the project” shall comprise
13 the cost of the acquisition of all land, property, rights
14 of way, rights, easements and interests acquired by
15 the Authority' for such construction, the cost of all
16 equipment, cost of engineering and legal expenses,
17 plans, specifications, surveys, estimates of costs and
IS revenues, other expenses necessary or incident to de-
-19 termining the feasibility or practicability of estab-
-20 lishing the project administrative expense and such
21 other expenses as may be necessary or incident to the
22 construction of the project.

1 Section 2. There i hereby created a body poli-
2 tic and corporate, to be known as the Massachusetts
3 Market Authority, in this act called the Authority
4 which shall be an instrumentality of the common
5 wealth, consisting of seven members, including the
6 commissioner of agriculture and the director of mar-

kets of the citv of Boston ex-officiis, four members
rnor, with the advice andS appointed by the govc

9 consent of the council, and one member to be ap-
the citv of Boston. All the10 pointed by the mayor of

11 members shall be sworn to the faithful performance
members of the Authority.12 of their official duties a

13 Before the issuance of any revenue bonds under
14 the provisions of this act, each member of the Au-
-15 thority shall execute a surety bond with a surety
16 company authorized to transact business in this
17 commonwealth as surety, in the penal sum of twenty-
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e thousand dollars conditioned upon the faithfuls

performance of the duties of his office, each suchc

oved by the attorney generalurety bond to be app
md filed in the office

20

f the state secretary. Each
the Authority shall receiveappointive member of

the sum of twenty-five dollars for each day or part
ereof of servic nber; provided, that n
h member shall rece e in any one year for such

i four thousand dollars, ex-26 service a sum in exces
cept the chairman who n
cess of five thousand doll

iv receive a sum not in ex-
Each member shall be28

■eimbursed for his actu il expenses necessarily ii
5 of his duties.•Ed in the per

Upon the expiratk the term of office of the31

appointive member his s
by the governor or mayor

32 successor may be appointed
t as the case may be to serve
the qualification of his suc-
xall designate one of the ap-

33

rr four years or unti

35 cessor. The governor shall des
36 pointed members as chairman.

Each member of the Authority appointed by the
ed by him with the advice38 governor may be remove

39 and consent of the com icil, and each member ap-
ay be removed by him, for
or wilful neglect of duty,

pointed by the mayor n
misfeasance, malteasar ■e

in either case only ter reasonable notice and
43 public hearing, unless tl
44 pressly waived.
45 Of the members of the

Ie same are m writing ex

Massachusetts Market Au-
mder the authority of thi6 thority first appointed

by the mayor of the cityi act, the person appointed
8 of Boston shall be appoii
9 first day of Julv in the (

ted for one year from the
urrent year, and of thosi

governor, one shall betl members appointed by t
ninted to serve for one year, one for two yeI
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52 one for three years, and one for four years from sai
53 date.

Section 3. The Authority shall adop
porate seal for the Authority, and designao

custodian thereof. Ami
constitute a quorum for
ness, but the action of a
bership shall be require!
Authority may from tii
pleasure remove a direcl
such other clerical, eng:

ijority of the member
the transaction of anli

majority of the entire m
i for any such action. '

)

0

me to time appoint an
tor, a clerk, a treasurer andS

;ineering, legal or other pro-9

inch other officers of the A
m necessary, and may deb

fessional assistance, or si

thority as they may deei
mine their duties and
shall be paid by the A
times accurate accounts 1
expenditures of the fur
shall make a report an
governor and to the gem

(

1

their compensation, which
thority; shall cause at all
) be kept of all receipts and

>

i

u

.s of the Authority: an
ially in December to th

lo

16

ieral court, containing an ab-i

id detailed informatio:if such account8

itures, including prices paid
aken and any buildings eon-

all receipts and expend
for land purchased or t
stracted thereon, conti
cilities and for the leash

19
20

>i acts for construction of fa-
g thereof, and such ot>

be deemed helpful to thetailed information as m
governor and to the g<
treasurer and clerk may

neral court. The offices of9/t

be held by the same person25
rovided in this act, the Au-
power to exercise care of its

Except as otherwise pr
thority shall have full i

26
27

property and the ma
affairs, and to sell ai

;ement of its business and
convey any real estate or

28
29

led for its business or affairs
imerit sealed with the corno

other property not nee
bv deed or other insti

30
31
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rate seal, signed and ack nowledged by a majority

of the members, or in like inner to authorize suchn

officer■om

irer shall &iThe lie faithful pedI a

16 formance of his d 3' compan
nmonwealthhorized to d

8 surety, in such sum as th nembers may determu

paid I>y the Authority. «

hereby authorizEh
plan with specificationprepart (

cost of acquiring land
lamtam, repair and oper-1 to develop, construct

ate a modern market proj t suitable for the con
and spt ■dv loading and handlin6 i nent iconomica

,t whole le without cost toxl primarily
or to any political subdivision ther8 IVommoi

thout chargetnbuted wP vices con

0 (h) To issue revenue bonds of the Authority, p;
11 able solehT from revenues, for the purpose of pavdng

.he projector any part or t c

he regulation of itsadopt iws to

t of it isnfairs an cornu

d) To acquire, hold, mortgage, lease and dispcease and disr

and personal property for its corporate pi

pose
IS .vn name bv pure

null

i 03 me exercise 01

1 accordance with
Tv-nine of the (ptt

be apphtn

v deem necessanivate lai

>- his act; provided,the provisions
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26 that the provisions of sectioi
>7 v be applic

II govern the rights of the Authority and/or an28

2*l person whose property

To make and nd agrfV

1 ments necessary or incidental to the perforn
2 its duties and the execuid the execution of its powers under

. and to employ consult! P'
tei ;den man

15 struction and accounting experts and attorneys, and
nd agents, as mav be new

y in its judgment, and to fix their compensator
8 provided, that all such expenses shall be payable

39 from the proceeds of revenue bonds issued under tl
tO provisioi venu

kef. or

42 (g) To receive and accept from anv federal agency

43 grants, loans or advances for or in aid of the planning
44 and construction of the market project and to recei
45 and accept contributions from anv source of eit

property, lalI other things of vah
i be held, used and applied only for the mpurposes tor

48 which such grants, loans, advances and contributk
49 ma\" be mad

lo investigate, and shall so investigate, the
icial responsibility of anv prospective lessee <

pn

lartnership or1 o negotiate \\

for 11I lie pro,I n

providel or pecihcatioi

b lor the construction of any building in the project in
ompliamsuhstanti in of th

-8 market j

make avail-p<
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md users of the market in th60 able to
61 form of lower rents, savings which mav accru

al payments are reduced and32 interest and
'feeted; andeconom

64 (I) To do all acts and things necessary or con

65 venient to carry out the powers expressly granted

1 Section 5. The Authority is hereby authorized
2 provide re time or from time

he Anof revenue boneime, for tl

1 thority for the purpose of paying all or any part
he cost of the project. The principal and intere

yable solely from the fundinch bon p;h

payment. The bonds i
shall bear interest at sue

lerem pix

ibe dats

9 rates not exceeding four and one half per centur
ire at such time or times no10 per annul

11 exceeding forty years from their date or date
12 mav be determined bv the Authority, and may

'ore maturity, at the option
14 the Authority, at such price or prices and under sue

tions as may be fixed by the Au
issuance of the bonds. T!16 thoritv t

17 Authority shall determine the form of the bond
18 eluding any interest coupons to be attached there!
19 and the manner of execution of the bonds, and shall

denominations of the bond20 fix the den matron or

21 and the place or places of payment of principal and a

22 interest, which may be at any bank or trus
23 company within or without the commonwealth. Ir
24 case any officer whose signature or a facsimile
25 whose signature shall appear on any bonds or coupon
26 shall cease to he such officer before the delivery of
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such bonds, such signature or such facsimile shall
28 nevertheless be valid and sufficient for all purposes
29 the same as if lie had remained m office until such

delivery. All revenue30 id under the pro-iOIU

visions of this act shall31 ve and are hereby declared
to have all the qualitie
instruments under the

■i9 Mid incidents of negotiable
negotiable instruments law of33

the commonwealth.34 The bonds may be issued in
35 coupon c form, or 1m registerec he Au-

thority may determine,36 Mid provision may be made
37 for the registration o Ny coupon bonds as to prin

cipal alone and also38 to both principal and interest,
on into coupon bonds of anyand for the reconversior39

40 bonds registered as to both principal and interest
41 The Authority may sell such bonds in such manner
42 either at public or at private sale, and fnr suet nrieoeither at public or at p

as it may' determine t
ate sale, and lor such price
be for the best interests of13

the Authority, but no be made at asm

price so low as to require the payment of interest onio

46 the money received there more than four and
47 nnum, computed withone hah per centum pe

relation to the absolute48 the bonds inmail

49 accordance with standard values, ex-les of

eluding, however, fror50 h computation the amountne

51 of any premium to be J on redemption of anyP
bonds prior to maturity.

The proceeds of such 1
52

nds shall be used solely foro3 '(

54 the payment of the cost of tl ■ct, and shall be
disbursed in such manner nd under such restrictions)0

if any, as the Authority56 may provide. If the pro-
57 ceeds of such bonds, by error of estimates or other-
58 wise, shall be less than nch cost, additional bonds
59 may in like manner be is Ned to provide the amount

s otherwise provided in the60 of such deficit, and, unle:
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61 resolution authorizing the issuance of the bonds or
62 in the trust agreement hereinafter mentioned, shall
63 be deemed to be of the same issue and shall be en-me issue and shall be en-

64 titled to payment from the same fund without prefer-
65 ence or priority of the bonds first issued. If the
66 proceeds of the bonds shall exceed the cost of the
67 project, the surplus shall
68 of such bonds. Prior to t
69 bonds, the Authority m

be used for the retirement
he preparation of definitive
ay, under like restrictions,

70 issue interim receipts or
71 without coupons, exchar
72 when such bonds have b
73 able for delivery. The .

)r temporary bonds, with or
mgeable for definitive bonds
been executed and are avail-

Vuthority may also provide
my bonds which shall become
destroyed or lost. Revenue

74 for the replacement of
75 mutilated or shall be
76 bonds may be issued u
77 without obtaining the
78 division, commission, b

nder the provisions of this act
consent of any department,

roard, bureau or agency of the
79 commonwealth, and without any other proceedings
SO or the happening of any other conditions or things
81 than those proceedings, conditions or things which
82 are specifically required by this act
83 The Authority is hereby authorized to provide by
84 resolution for the issuance
85 of the Authority for the
86 revenue bonds then out;
87 the provisions of this act

of revenue refunding bonds
purpose of refunding any
landing and issued under
including the payment of

88 any redemption premium thereon and any interest
89 accrued or to accrue to the date of redemption of
90 such bonds, and, if deemed advisable by the Au-
-91 thority, for the additional purpose of constructing or
92 reconstructing any approach facilities. The issue of
93 such bonds, the maturities and other details thereof.
94 the rights of the holders thereof, and the duties of
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95 the Authority in respect of the same shall he gov
96 erned by the provisions of this act in so far
97 same may he applicable
98 While' auv bonds issued hv the Authority remain
99 outstanding, the powers, duties or existence e>f the
100 Authority shall not he diminished or impaired in any
101 way that will affect adversely the' interests and rights

102 of the holders of such bond

1 Section 6. Revenue bonds issued under the pro
2 visions of this act shall not be deemed to constitute
if a debt of the commonwealth or of any political sub-
-4 division thereof or a pledge of the faith and credit of
5 the commonwealth or of any such political subdivi-
-6 sion, but such bonds shall be payable solely from the
7 funds herein provided t lerefor from revenues. All

contain on the face thereofS such revenue bonds shall
9 a statement to the effect

10 nor the commonwealth i

11 thereof shall be obliged

that neither the Authority

)r any political subdivision
o pay the same or the in-

12 terest thereon except from revenues and that neither
13 the faith and credit nor the taxing power of the
14 commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof
15 is pledged to the payment of the principal of or the
16 interest on such bonds.

1 Section i. The exercise of the powers granted
2 by this act will be in all respects for the benefit of the

3 people of the commonwealth, for the increase of their
4 commerce and prosperity, and for the improvementand for the improvement
5 of their health and living conditions, and as the op-
6 eration of the market by the Authority will consti-
7 tute the performance of essential governmental func-
8 tions the revenue bonds and revenue refunding bond
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*

9 issued under the provis
10 and the income therein

ions of this act, their transfer
>m (including any profit made
rail at all times be free from
lonwealth or any subdivision

on the sale therec

taxation by the cornn
thereof.

ection 8. In the discretion of the Authority
•evenue refunding bonds maynue bonds e ru

re secured by a trust ■eement by and between the
e trustee, which may be any4 Authority and a corpor

5 trust company or bant laving the powers of a trust
immonwealth. Such trust6 company within the

7 agreement may pledge m the revenues to be
8 received, but shall not
9 ket or any part therec

convey or mortgage the mar-
Either the resolution pro-
bonds or such trust agree-

f

10 viding for the issuance (
11 ment may contain such
12 enforcing the rights and

r

revisions for protecting and
remedies of the bondholders

T

nd proper and not in violation13 as mav be reasonable a
14 of law, including covenants setting forth the duties

of the Authority in relation to the construction, im-
provement, maintenance, operation, repair and in
iurance of the project and the custody, safeguarding

18 and application of all moneys. It shall be lawful for
19 any bank or trust company incorporated under the
20 laws of the commonwealth to act as depository of
21 the proceeds of bonds or of revenues and to furnish

inch indemnifying bonds or to pledge such securities
may be required by the Authority. Such trust

24 agreement may set forth the rights and remedies of
the bondholders and of the trustee, and may restrict

26 the individual right of action bv bondholders as is
stomary in trust agreements or trust indentures

28 securing bonds and debentures of corporations. In
29 addition to the foregoing, such trust agreement may
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30 contain such other provisions as the Authority ma
deem reasonable and proper for the security of th

32 bondholders. A incurred in carrying on
3 the provisioi reement may he treated

the operation of the markc34 part of the cost o

N 9. The Ai nt\ re by a

milding,to lease and let sp9 persoi

partnership rporation desiring tin

ipurtenanc.es and toIu

'.onditions, rents and rates of charges for
nch rentals shall be so fixed and adjusted6

ts from the market asrespect to the as at

vide a fund suff t with other revenues o8

9 the market, if any, to pi the cost of maintaining,a

he market, (b ) proper10 repairing and operat I

ied against the projectaxes which ma11
interest on such revenuthe principal of a1 9 th

payab13 bonds as the sain >ecc

l14 purpo:n (

to supervision or regularentals shall not15

lition by any departme16 t visa ission, boa re

immonwealth or any politbureau or agenc17
The rentals and all other18 ical subdivision ther

19 revenues derh i m

h cost ofthereof20 lary to pa

iperation and to provide21 maintenance n

be provided for in thei reserves therefor99

i lance of bonds or in the)V resolution authonzin

t aside at such regular in9/1 ■cement, sitr if

i 1 for in such resolution otervalsok pi

ing fund which is hereby26 trust agreement, in n

pledged to and cha h the payment of: (1) thfit

interest shall fall due28 interest upon such bonei

bonds as the same shall fa29 (2) the principal of the be

except such part
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ft

le, (3j the necessary charges of paying agents for
saying principal and interest, and (4) the redemption
trice or the purchase price of bonds retired by call

rided. Subject to the pro-
uthorizing the issuance of

purchase rein pr

soluti

ist agreement, such siil

ill such bonds without
ne over another except Miction or priority of i

38 those bonds purchased bv nnonwealth as pro-

the sinking fund,> vided n

provided in such
i within a reason-

llationsu sends tor

43 a pplied to the redemp-ido

4 tion of bonds at the redemption price then applicable

nox 10. All mom received pursuant t<
rot, w is proceeds from tli

ue bonds or as revenues, shall be deemed
4 to be trust funds, to be hi Id and applied solel

provided in thi Phe Authority shall, in tl
6 resolution authorizing the i suance of revenue bon

i the trust agreement, provide for the paymen
proceeds of the sale of such bonds and all n

ived to any officer who, or to ams

ill hold and apply tlu

ect to sui

1

Revenue bonds and revenue retun

ids all public off
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+ public bodies of fliclie commonwealth and its politu

subdb isi npames, trust con

t ion lo

s. tl General Laws, bankingnt\

9 ciations, investmen rpames, executors, truste

and other fiduciaries, at id all other i
wl rizednow hereattein

invest in bonds or oil jbhgations of a similar n

13 tore mav properly am •illy ii

14 ing capital in their con .1 ongmg to then

15 such bonds are hereby n ule obligations w
16 properly and legally be rade eligible for the invest-

ment of savings deposit uni flu ne thereof in
18 the manner provided 1 lause fifteen (c) of sectie
19 fifty-four of chapter or hundred and sixty-eight,e

20 the General Laws. S revenue bonds are hereby

21 made securities which m ay properly and legally
22 deposited with and receiv Ed bv any state or munic-
23 ipal officer of any agency political subdivision of
24 the commonwealth fc y purpose for which the
25 deposit of bonds or other dions of the common
26 wealth now or mav here r be authorized bv law

potion 12. At >l bonds or i

nue refunding bonds i
his act or of a ppertairung thereto

4 and the trustee undei trust agreement, if
ights herein given mav bexcept to the extent the

6 restricted bv such resolutic rent

either at law or in eouit by suit, action, mandamus
c 8 or other proceeding, pr< iiv and all
9 rights under fl 1 the commonwealth oi

10 granted hereund rich resolution or trust
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agreements, and may ei ■e and compel the per-
formance of all dut ■d by this act or bv such

to be performed by theresolution or trust as
14 Authority or by any office thereof, including the

fixing, charging and collect! of rents lor the use of
16 the market and its facilitie

Section 13. The coinn wealth of Massachu- »

Letts does pledge and agre with the holders of
3 bonds that are issued unde this title that
4 monwealth will the construction of any

competitive with anyunities yr y

,vned or operated by theities construe

authority of this act, or n way impair the n
8 and remedies of bond he rs, until the bonds, to-1c e

9 gether with interest tl with interest oi

and all10 unpaid installmen ndin

1 expenses in connection wit tions or p

12 ings by or on behalf bond hold illy

13 met and dischargee

tion 14. To provid preliminary ex-
■rrying out the provisionshe Authority inpen

ired and fifty thou-ot

niated from the Gen4 sand dollars is hereby af
Fund or revenue nmonwealt

nd ampaid to the Authe
e Authorityreimbursed

8 monwealth out ■eels oi any revenue bonds *pr
9 which mayr be issued une the provisions

10 or the incoi the A

ection 15. The Autl proceed at lawit

or in equity te provisions of any leasece
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ontract, instrument or other agreement acquired or
1 entered into by it under any provision of this act

1 Section 16. The superior court shall have iuris-
2 diction in equity upon any information file

iolation of any provisio:
de underauthc i

its inhabita
;t the purpi

•(

i if any of its provisions shall be held uncon-
>t competent jurisdiction
shall not affect or impah

n

leral or special law
sistent herewith are hereby de2 parts ther

the provisions of this actred to I
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NFORMATION ON PREL
PROPOSED SITES Ft
A'HOLES ALE PRODUGI
BOSTON, MASSACHUSE
BUTI ON AREA.

IMINARY PLANS AND
)R A CONSOLIDATED
I MARKET TO SERVE

TS, AND ITS DISTRI

*

e Wholesale Produce Mai ket Problem at Bostc
Massachi tt

Fhe history of the present market as related to their present
locations, transportation and physical facilities has been dis-
cussed. The wholesale produce market of Boston handles a
total of 94,450 carlot equivalents of produce with a total whole-
sale value of approximately $538,000,000. The market is the
primary distributor of food for all New England, servicing at

least in part a population of about 6 to 7 million people
V survey of present facilities use d by 400 dealers in produce

in present market facilities
designed facilities with ade-

ade, and the major defects
■ere found to be a lack of properly

1 connections an tforms for unloading of
market which requires an

1

ice into the store
ve amount inadequate streets with no

: and multi-story facilities,
ilmg

id buve
iding to the cost of doing busine

to overcome the defc in the present market, it is
■ecommended that present facilitie be abandoned and the mar-

the course of the survey, a:et be located in a new r area. Ir
hie de lout 70 per cent of the

■alers, and 65 per cent of the
duct dealers indicated theii

1produc
jultrv anc d pi

in reloc new market facilitiesne

In order to provide the kind and size of market needed to *

ervice properly buyers and accommodate dealers, it is recom-Ty buyers and accommodate dealers, it is recom-
ided that there be built in one market location the follow-ins

is classes of d

Vegetable D,

18' with 24' platform in front
;ar, with basements and first

200 Store unit 60' x
platform ir
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14 Store units 22}4' x 60' x IS' with 24' platform in front
and 12' platform in rear, with first floors only

For Meat and Related Product Dc lit

107 Store unit 15' with 14' platform in front
■ar, with basements, first and

x 70
and 12' platform ii
second floors.

74 Store units (same
11 Store units (same

ve but with first floors only).
iove but with basements and

first floors

For Poultry ami Egg Dealt
20 Store units 22V2' x 70 18' with 14' platform in front

ar, with first floors only.
15' with 14' platform in front

ZU Store units l'iy2 ' x 70' x
and 12' platform in re

20 Store units 22W x 70' x
and 12' platform in

Other Facilities:

with first and second floors

1 Store unit 22W x 60 lB' with 24' platform in front
•ear, with first floor only forand 12' platform in

chain store operator.
Produce auction buili O' with 12'ing 450' x

platform in front and rear, with first floor onlx
ond floor office and auction rooms over product

ion building 100' s

Manager ther office ver 10 fruit
and vegetable stor units 225' x 60' x 8

100 Stalls in farme reds with platform

beam tr nodate 400jr

Inspection tracks t(

House tracks to all
nmodate 50 e

lities built on the marke

Fhere are recommended \v the foregoing, ample stree
with parking area of sufff
1,200 trucks and other vein

ze to accommodate about
it including space for trucks

n front of store platform
The recommended facility

will provide them with 94 pe
meat dealers with 97 per cer
poultry and egg dealers with

le dealersto

Nt ot the low occupied
of the space now occupied, and
per cent ol the space now occu-

pied, not including the platform space provided. Farmers’ and
truckers’ sheds are an increase of 100 per cent, as well as the

cility for the chain store operator. The auction facility is tin
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i but the capacity in auctionsame size as the facility now n
rooms is increase

To desig ilities recommended, it will reic tac

1 that
n-

No consideration has heeii nocde

rat their
fied

uture. This would be particula ■ly true with respect to the
ducts using facilities in the
■terial highway is completed,
is that of finding an area of
•ation to permit the develop-

nany dealers in related food prc
ineuil Hall Market area if the a
The chief problem at this point

150 or more acres in the proper lo
ment of the market to serve the distribution area most effi-
ciently. The determination of a market location together with
such other problems related to the development of an adequate
wholesale produce market in Boston are discussed in succeeding
chapters.

Market LocationABLIi.

In the course of the survey of the Boston wholesale produ
market, consideration was given to the problem of selecting a
new market location because it was not possible to consider the
redevelopment of the market in the Faneuil Hall Market area

Since the wholesale produce market of Boston is split, and ce
n areas other than the Faneuil Hall

Market area, consideration is given to these areas as a possibl
fated wholesale produce market. Theation for a
area could not be considered because ofFaneuil Hall Mi

the proposed nei
market and cans

vated highway plan which will bisect the
be razed many of the buildings and other
lers. After allowing for at least a 200-footties used bv d

strip of area traversing the market from Haymarket Square to
Atlantic Avenue, there would not be sufficient land remaining

Modern and efficient market as recom-
addition, the problems related to the

for the construe
mended for Be
;onsolidation of all market activities, such as bringing into the

rduce and
ks, would be so serious that the citythousands of

■ with the situation. Moreover, the re-
ries, dwellings and other facilities now

vould be unable tc
location ot n

irea, but having no concern to the market,
lous task for the city to undertake.

being used in th
mid be a tremen
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Factors considered in Selecting a Market Site.
The people directly concerned with the selection of a site for

a new market are: (1) Buyers; (2) sellers; and (3) dealers,
warehousemen, farmers and processors who establish their
business on the market. Indirectly, other groups have a stake
in selecting a site. Certainly, consumers in the distribution
area would be affected, for in the long run, they will pay for the
facility through their purchases of food. Then, too, the city of
Boston has a definite interest in the selection of a site because
of the regulatory and other services rendered the market and
the necessity for providing and maintaining streets and other
services to the market. Obviously, in selecting the site full con-
sideration should be given to the groups using the market. In
reaching a conclusion as to the best place to build a market,
six principal factors should be considered. These factors are
discussed in the following paragraphs:

1. Convenience for Local Buyers. About 55 per cent of the
produce handled in Boston is distributed within the metro-
politan area to retail stores, restaurants, hotels, institutions and
other outlets. The ideal location for a market to serve these
outlets would be a site at the shortest average distance from all
of these establishments. With respect to retail grocery stores,
this location has been determined to be approximately at the
intersection of Memorial Drive and Main Street, and where
Longfellow Bridge crosses the Charles River in Cambridge.
With respect to restaurants and hotels, the central location is
in the vicinity of the intersection of Harvard Bridge and Memo-
rial Drive, about 6 blocks southwest of the center location of
retail grocery stores and adjacent to the Charles River in
Cambridge. The geographical
was determined to be at Main

center for retail meat stores
and Portland streets in Cam-
for frozen food stores has beenbridge. The geographical center

determined to be approximately
Drive and Magazine Street. TI
lation for the area considered as
neighborhood of the intersection

it the intersection of Memorial
ic geographical center of popu-
the metropolitan area is in the

Harvard Bridge and Memo-
ria 1 Drive. The population of the area delineated as the
metropolitan city of Boston includes approximately 1,950,000
people according to the 1940 U. S. Census. A total of approxi-
mately 6,550 grocery stores; 1,775 retail meat stores; 900
frozen food stores; and 2,250 restaurants, hotels and institu-
tions were used in establishing these central points. No con-
sideration or weight was given to the size of establishments in
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determining these centers. If the point most convenient to
retail grocers, frozen food and meat stores, restaurants, hotels
and institutional buyers in metropolitan Boston were the only
factor to be considered, the wholesale produce market should

ited where the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
located, on the north side of the Charles River
2. Convenience for Out-of-Town Buyers. In 1947, approx-

imately 45 per cent of all receipts in Boston were reported by
dealers as sold outside of the metropolitan area. Of this amount,
approximately 27 per cent moved northeast; 26 per cent moved
north; 24 per cent moved west; and 23 per cent moved south
and southeast. This distribution pattern would indicate that
the site to be most convenient for out-of-town buyers would be
near the Winchester-Woburn town line, just south of Horn
Pond. 1

During the course of the survey, a number of out-of-town
buyers were interviewed while they were doing business on the
market. One of the questions asked these buyers related to the
direction and routes used by them in coming to the market.
Of the buyers interviewed 13 per cent came from the northeast;
23 per cent came from the north; 24 per cent came from the
west; and 40 per cent came from the south and southeast.

If these buyers were representative of all out-of-town buyers
their convenience would be best
Beacon Street in Brighton ne£
Chestnut Hill Reservoir.

served by a market located on
the pumping station at thea

The wholesale produce marl
tated, serves a very wide area,

;et of Boston, as previously
and movement of produce be-
sents a substantial part of theyond the metropolitan city repre

overall business in Boston. Thus
careful consideration to the out-
the distribution and service th:
outlets in the metropolitan city i

, it is important to give very
af-town business as well as to
,t may be rendered to retail

itself.
Convenience for Rail Receipts and Unloads. In 1947

ail receipts of produce dealers, not including cars delivered
lirect to chain stores and certain other dealers for which plans

, amounted to approximately
lume of rail receipts makes it
for the proposed new market

for facilities are not included
53,300 carloads. This large vol
abvious that the site selected 1
should be on or near a railroad
wrought into the market area.

that spur tracks could be
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It has been pointed out that there are 3 main line railroads
and a union freight line railroad connecting the 3 main lines
servicing Boston. All of these railroads handle some produce
that would be delivered in cars to a market developed in Boston.
In selecting the market site it would be most desirable that it
could be reached by all of the railroads in order that delivery
of perishable produce brought to Boston may be made promptly
by all of these carriers. A review of the arrangement and lay-
out of existing rail facilities shows that it would be impossible
to find a location within a 20-mile distance of Boston where the
3 main line railroads could join for servicing one site, and
within this 20-mile radius there are few locations where 2 of the
main line railroads may join and only one location where 2 of
the main line railroads can join together with the union freight
line.

In connection with the Union Freight Line business, it has
been stated that the tracks of this railroad traverse the city
over the middle of Atlantic Avenue, a principal thoroughfare
of the city of Boston. Thus, the movement of freight is a hin-
drance to both pedestrian and motor traffic. Many accidents
occur as a result of the movement of traffic over this railroad
line, and some deaths have occurred in recent years. The city
of Boston is put to considerable expense to police Atlantic
Avenue properly in the movement of cars over the right-of-way
of the Union Freight. Currently, interchange of railroad cars
between the Union Freight Railroad and the Boston and Maine
and the Boston and Albany railroads is limited to the period
from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. in order to alleviate traffic congestion on
Atlantic Avenue.

At a point near the intersection of Kneeland Street and At-
lantic Avenue the L Tnion Freight, New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad join with the Boston and Albany Railroad.
The Boston and Albany and the New York, New Haven and
Hartford railroads also interchange cars near the South Station.
In addition, these two railroads make interchanges of cars of
produce at Framingham, which is about 23 miles west of the
citv of Boston.

The Union Freight interchanges cars with the Boston and
Maine Railroad near Warren bridge and east of North Station.
From this interchange, cars are delivered by the Union Freight
to the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad. The
nearest direct interchange point between the Boston and Maine
Railroad and the New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-
road is at Lowell, Mass.
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The Boston and Albany Railroad and the Boston and Maine
Railroad interchange cars at Lowell and Fitchburg Junction
which is a quarter of a mile south and west of Sullivan Square
near Cambridge Street in metropolitan Boston. Interchange
between these two railroads outside of metropolitan Boston
would be made at Worcester, Mass.

In the selection of a market site, location of the railroad classi-
fication yard is also an important factor, for on it depends the
rapidity with which cars arriving in Boston can be switched and
delivered to the market. With respect to railroads servicing
Boston, this is not a significant item because Boston is largely a
terminating point for all carriers. Thus, most cars of produce
arriving by rail are generally consigned to someone in the metro-
politan area. Very few cars are brought in for inspection, and
under present circumstances only a few cars are diverted to.
some other market. All of the 3 main line railroads have fairly
adequate classification yards, and additional area is available
and owned by these railroads for the expansion of the facili-
ties should the need for additional facilities arise. Also, all 3
railroads maintain yards in the metropolitan area which im-
proves the service that may be rendered to dealers in the market.

The perishable nature of the commodities handled in a prod-
uce market and the fact that cars not spotted for delivery prior
to the opening of the morning market must be held over for sale
on the following day make it important to consider railroad
service in the selection of a market site. This is particularly
true in Boston where produce must travel many miles before
being delivered to the city because of the market’s distance
from the primary producing area

4. Convenience for motor truck receipts. Receipts of perish-
able produce by motor truck on the proposed market in Boston
would be from two main sources, namely: (1) From distant
areas and markets by dealers’ own or hired trucks or by inde-
pendent truckers, and (2) produce grown and delivered to the
market from local and near-by areas by farm producers.

In 1947, wholesale dealers, exclusive of chain stores, handled
the equivalent of 11,510 carlots of produce which was trucked
from distant areas. These truck receipts were made up of a
variety of produce coming from scattered producing and proc-
essing areas and markets. From the northeast, principal
truck receipts were potatoes from Maine and other points.
Principal receipts from the north were apples, poultry, eggs
and other produce grown in Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire. From the ■west substantial quantities of fruits and
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vegetables originating in New York and states farther west and
south were received. Very large quantities of meat and pack-

ing house produce, poultry, eggs, butter, cheese and other
products were trucked from assembly and processing plants as
far west as Omaha, Nebraska and intermediary points.

Based upon data obtained from dealers in the course of the
iurvey, it has been estimated that of the truck receipts of prod-

uce moving into Boston, approximately 24 per cent came from
the north and northeast, 37 per cent came from the west, and
39 per cent came from the south and southeast. On the basis
jf these receipts, the best location for a market would be on
Washington Street, Wellesley, and southeast of Lake Waban. 1

Farmers of Massachusetts bring a wide variety of fruits,
egetables, poultry, eggs and other produce to the Boston area.

Large quantities of apples, poultry and eggs come from the
north and northwest. Substantial quantities of cranberries,
poultry, eggs and vegetables come from the south and south-

and large quantities of fruits, vegetables, poultry, eggs
and other produce come from the western part of the State of
Massachusetts as well as from farms in the adjoining State of
Connecticut. Again excluding deliveries to chain store ware-
houses, an estimated 10,400 carlot equivalents of locally grown
perishable produce was delivered by truck to the Boston
wholesale market in 1947

Important, also, to the wholesale produce market of Boston
ire the receipts of fish unloaded at the piers of the Harbor. In
excess of 10,000 carlot equivalents were unloaded from boats
at the piers, of which approximately 25 per cent was shipped
in freight and express cars by rail and the remaining 75 per cent
was moved to local and distant points by true!

The ideal location of a produce market for the convenience
if farmers probably would be at a point to the western edge of

the metropolitan city, where circumferential highways and
streets around the metropolitan city would not impede the
flow of traffic to and from the market. On the other hand, the
ideal location for the market from the standpoint of savings to

and distributors of fish and
Northern or Atlantic Avenue,

all wholesale dealers, processor
seafood products would be alonj

Lear the fish p
nmarket Traffic. It has been
jf produce at wholesale neces-
nd other vehicles in the move-

5. Location that will avoid N•
pointed out that the handling

he use of many trucl
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ment of heavy and bulky merchandise. The normal and
necessary movement of produce in and out of a wholesale mar-
ket invites traffic congestion and taxes streets and facilities to
the limit. The presence in and around the market of vehicles
that are in no way related to the market can impede the move-
ment of produce and cause considerable traffic congestion. It
is, therefore, important that a site for the market be selected
in an area free of nonmarket traffic.

In 1948, the joint board for the metropolitan master high-
way plan prepared a report showing the existing streets and
highway system for Boston and the surrounding area together
with future plans for highways and streets in this same area.
No market site should be selected without giving full consider-
ation to the existing street and highway system and the pro-
posed future plans for streets and highways, since the market
when once established will persist for many years. This sug-
gested plan of highway development includes provisions for an
elevated highway beginning in the neighborhood of Southamp-
ton Street in South Boston and traversing the city of Boston
and connecting with certain highways radiating to the north-
east in Charlestown. This proposed development joined with
existing streets and highways would have a direct influence

and sellers’ vehicles into and
of both the metropolitan area
and. In the planning of the
■cognize this highway develop-

upon the movement of buyers’
oat of the market for the service
of Boston and of all New Engl
market, it will be necessary to rc
ment as a certainty.

In addition to the problem of
mit accessibility to streets and

selecting a site that will per-
highwavs, it is necessary to

select one in an area where major streets and highways and
railroad lines do not bisect the market and thus hinder the free
flow of traffic in and about the market area and to the various
dealers’ stores on the market. If a site is compact and does not
have bisecting public streets or thoroughfares, the entire mar-
ket may be enclosed with a fence, if needed, to aid in the polic-
ing and regulating of the market. Then, too, special care must
be exercised in selecting a new market location so that the
overall traffic problem of the city may be helped by the estab-
lishment of such market.

6. Availability of Land at a Reasonable Cost. For a pro
posed wholesale market, the cost of land and the cost of placim
it in condition for construction would have a definite bearini
on the problem of financing the project. If the site for th
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Boston market were of the ideal rectangular shape, a minimum
of 105 acres would be needed for the placement of present
facility requirements. Additional acreage should be available
for future expansion of facilities when needed. To obtain a
site sufficiently large for the layout of a market as recom-
mended at a cost that could be liquidated from rental income
obtained from leases, it would be well to avoid consideration of
any site in areas where land values are excessively high. Also,
it would be desirable to avoid the procurement of land on which
there are presently situated facilities of other industries which
would need to be razed in the preparation of the site for con
struction. Any buildings presently situated on a site consid-
ered for the market would cost considerable moneys and would
be a net loss when razed to those who would build the market.

Possible Market Sites
There were 13 sites suggested as possible locations for a new

wholesale produce market in Boston by those interviewed dur-
ing the survey. Before discussing the relative merits of each
of these sites and pointing out how well each site might meet
the requirements of a good market location, a description of
each is necessary. They are described in succeeding para-
graphs

ivenue. This site is locatedSite Number 1 Rutherford j
on Rutherford Avenue in Chari
52 acres, including all the area be
the Boston and Maine Railroad
Essex and Main streets, and C
area there are now located the
State Prison, several steel indu:
hundred or more residences am
large part of the tract is owned 1
road and the remainder is in th<
owners, not including the owners

lestown and consists of about
nmded by Prison Point Bridge,
yard, Hood Dairy Company,

ihapman Street. Within this
present produce auction, the

stries, a burial ground, and a
ii business establishments. A
iv the Boston and Maine Rail-

hands of a hundred or more
of burial lots.

Since substantial buildin nily situated on this site,
ite would be high. Some ofthe average purchase price of th

the area has an assessed value in excess of -1250,000 per acre.
It is not known what the State would ask for the land in the
State Prison, nor was it possible to determine the cost of each
lot in the burial ground. It is estimated, however, that the
total cost of the site would exceed .110,000,000.

Because this site is not of sufficient size to provide for all the
facilities needed to meet present requirements, it is not con-
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possible location for a wholesale produce market
to serve Boston.

sidert

dev i

Site Number 2 Suffolk Downs. This site is located in
m, southeast of Suffolk Downs Race Track and east

of Bennington Road, and contains approximately 195 acres-
The site is bounded by Bennington Road and Washburn
Avenue, Hails Street, the boundary of the town of Winthrop
and Fredricks Park and Dike Street. This tract is relatively

3 subject to overflow and tidal
or a market in which water-free
uildings would require a fill of

level but a large part of it i,
waters. To prepare this site f
basements were provided ii
about 7}4 feet on the average.

This site can be serviced by
of the Boston and Maine Ra

extending an existing spur track
Iroad across Bennington Road.

Utilities are available within two blocks of the site, and street
car service is available across Bennington Road.

There are no buildings located on this site, and it has been
estimated that the entire tract could be procured for about
$1,000,000

Site Number 3 City of Lynn, Mass.— This site, located
in the city of Lynn, Mass., about 8 miles northeast of downtown
Boston, contains about 125 acres and joins Lynn Harbor. The
city of Lynn made this tract by pumping fill in the improvement
of the Harbor,

The site is bounded by State Highway No. 1A on the north
Commercial Street on the east, Lynn Harbor on the south and
west to the State Highway IA. The tract is relatively level
but would need approximately 4 feet of fill if basements free
from tidal waters were to be maintained

The tract can be serviced by the Portland Division of the
Boston and Maine Railroad. Utilities are readily available to
the site. Passenger bus service is available on State High
way IA. The property is adjacent to a 22-foot channel in
Lynn Harbor and possibly could be serviced by boat.

It is not known what the city of Lynn would ask for this
property, but it is estimated that the entire tract could be
procured for about .11,000,000

Site Number 4 Revere Airport Site. This site is located
miles from downtown Boston
300 acres. It is bounded by
Bennett Highway and tracks

in the city of Revere about
and contains a total of about
Broadway Avenue, Pines Rive
of the Boston and Maine Railroad. A small private airport
is located within the site, containing about 50 acres of the site.
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Along Bennett Highway the site
portion of the site, which is subje<
and would need on the average

is higher than the remaining
to overflow and tidal waters
bout 8 feet of fill. Some

changes would need to be made in the drainage ditch
ite

This site can he served by the Boston and Maine Railroad.
State Highways Nos. C-l and 107 pass tl

dte by rail a bridge would need to be constructed over a branch
)f the Pines River. Utilities are adjacent to the property.

Passenger bus lines are within eight-tenths of a mile from the
property

The property included in the site contains the private airport
several small farms with small buildings, and private residence,

fronting on Bennett Highway. The exact purchase price of
this land is not known, but it is estimated that 150 acres of
the site, including the airport and certain other facilities would
cost about 81,000,000

Site Number 5 Mystic Ri
about 125 acres is located no:
of Valley Parkway Road exte
city of Medford about 3% mi’
city of Boston. The site is i:
topography varies; and consi
quired. The site is bisected b
now under construction, and i
for heavy industrial purposes

>er Site. This site containing
th and cast of the intersection
nsion and Mystic River in the
les from the central part of the
(•regular in shape; in parts the
lerable fill and grading are re-
v the new Mystic River bridge

part of the tract is being used
Access to it would be bv a

iteep grade to the highway brid
The site can be served by the Boston and Maine Railroad.

Utilities are within a short distance. A large industrial concern
md some private residences and other buildings would need to
be removed. Because of the irregular shape of the site and the
bridge development, together with the need for access to a
high level bridge, this site is not given consideration a
'or a wholesale produce market

Site Number 6 Western Avenue. This site, containing
about 90 acres, is located on Western Avenue between Soldiers
Field Road and North Harvard Street about 3 miles from
downtown Boston. The northern houndary is Western Avenue,
and the southern boundary takes in Ihe roundhouse and coal
yard of the Boston and Albany Railroad. Within the limits
of the property are located facilities of the Power and Light
Company, the roundhouse, substantial industrial buildings and
approximately 40 fairly good residences. The property i,
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owned by Harvard University, the Boston and Albany Rail-
road, and about 40 private property owners. Cambridge Street
bisects the property and would need to be kept open if the
sites were used for market purposes.

It is understood that about 30 acres of the site on which no
buildings are located could be procured for about $525,000.
About 40 acres are covered with residential and industrial
buildings, which would cost an estimated $3,000,000, and it is
not known what the cost of the 20 acres of property owned
by the Boston and Albany Railroad would be. However, it is
estimated that the entire 90-acre tract would cost not less than
$4,500,000.

The site is relatively level, and can be serviced by the Boston
and Albany Railroad. Utilities are on the property.

If the site were to be utilized for the market development, it
would be necessary to keep Cambridge Street open as a public
thoroughfare, and many streets in the area would need to be
closed. Because of the irregular shape of the tract, it cannot
be utilized to advantage, and there is not enough land to lay
out the amount of facilities needed now. Thus, this site is not

von consideration as a location for a wholesale produce market
Site Number 7 Navy Yard. This site, containing about

85 acres, is located between B Street and the Reserve Channel,
and Summer Street and West First Street, less than 2 miles
from downtown Boston, It includes about 35 acres of U. S.
Navy property, just north of Reserve Channel, parcels of prop-
erty owned by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the Boston
Market Terminal, property of the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad, and property of about 20 other private
owners. The entire area is relatively level but would need at
least 4 feet of fill if water-free basements were to be used.

The total assessed value of the tract is approximately
$3,250,000, not including about 15 acres of property owned by
the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad on which

facilities are located. On about
icated substantial buildings, in-

substantial buildings and other
19 acres of the area there are k
eluding 2 chain store warehouse.'
a four-story facility used by a t
Chase Brass and Copper Comp
ties of the Commonwealth of
and other buildings. In order
area, it is estimated that the m
would exceed $8,000,000.

, public refrigerated warehouse,
>mato repacker, facilities of the
any, a garage and other facili-
Massachusetts, railroad tracks
to procure the 85 acres in this
t of land and buildings thereon

viced by the NewYork, NewThe site could be readily
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Haven and Hartford Railroad. It is adjacent to a number of
team tracks which could he used if the market were developed
at this location. Utilities are available and access to the site
would be by way of Summer Street and D Street.

It is doubtful whether the area included in this site could be
developed satisfactorily for a market without making an adjust-
ment in size by acquiring adjacent property.

Site Number 8 South Bay. This site, containing in excess
of 170 acres is located between one and two miles from down-
town Boston. It lies between Southampton and Dover streets,
and main line tracks of the New York, New Haven and Hart-
ford Railroad and Albany Street, including the South Bay
Channel. This area is relatively low and would require con-
siderable fill to permit the use of basements. The channel
would need to be filled, and substantial drainage would be re-
quired to carry surface water and sewage now emptied into the
channel.

The major portion of the area included in the site is owned
by the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, and a
large portion is owned by the city of Boston. The balance of
the tract is in the hands of about 30 individuals. Immediately
south of Southampton Street there is an additional tract of
about 100 acres that was suggested for use as a market site and
might be regarded as a part of this site or may be considered
alone. This tract will be discussed later.

The assessed value of the property is not known but most of
it is owned by the New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-
road and the city of Boston with some 30 private owners own-
ing a small segment. Most of the privately owned property
has third-class dwellings or low-valued industrial buildings
situated thereon. Between the main line tracks of the railroad
and Dorchester Avenue, there is some additional land utilized
by private dwellings that could be acquired to enlarge the site.
The total estimated value of the land and buildings for slightly
more than 170 acres is estimated to be at least 52,500,000.

The site could be served by the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad and the Boston and Albany Railroad by ex-
tending trackage of the Boston and Albany Railroad from the
South Station a few blocks south and east. This appears to be
feasible without the razing of buildings or other excessive costs.
The Union Freight is within a few blocks of the site. Access
streets to downtown, crosstown and out-of-town Boston would
be by way of Dorchester Avenue and Southampton Street.
Utilities are available on the site.
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Site Number 9 Massachusetts Avenue. This site contain-
ing about 100 acres is located approximately 2 miles from
downtown Boston. It is a three-cornered tract of land bounded
by Southampton Street, Massachusetts Avenue and Boston
Street. The land is separated into two parts by the main line
of the railroad. The land included in the proposed site is rela-
tively level, but some fill would be needed and a drainage woul
need to be provided to take care of an open branch of back-
water into the site.

The site could be served only by the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad, the midland division of which bisects
the property. Access to the site would be by way of Massa-
chusetts Avenue, Southampton Street and Boston Street.

The assessed value of 73.56 acres of the property which is
wned by the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
about $1,500,000. The estimated value of the remaining

rrivately owned land is $l,OOO,
jwned land is occupied by third-

,000. Most of the privately
■class residences and small in-

dustrial plant

The irregular shape of the wet part of this tract would make
fully. Since the property is
New York, New Haven and

lolidation of market interests

it somewhat difficult to utilize
divided by the main line of the
Hartford Railroad, a good cons
could not be achieved. The west portion would need to be
graded and some fill would be needed. The east part would

1 considerable fill and drainage
Site Number 10 Colony Parkway. This site, consisting of

about 300 acres is located about 3 miles from downtown Boston.
It is bounded by the U. S. Bulkhead line fronting on Boston
Harbor, Old Colony Parkway Road and Dorchester Bay. The
property is owned by about 20 individuals and corporations,
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the city of Boston.
About half of the area is owned by the Boston College High
School, the Boston Gas Company, and the Boston Edison
Company. Most of the land has been filled in by the cit}r with
refuse. A considerable amount of fill would be needed if water-
free basements were to be provided in buildings.

The site could be served by the New York, New Plaven and
Hartford Railroad. Service at this location would not be as
rapid as that which could be provided at locations nearer to
the downtown yards and it may be necessary to provide supple-
mental trackage to the site to handle the increased traffic.
Access streets to and from the site would be bv Old Colony
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Parkway Road with its intersection with other streets at
Columbia Circle.

The property is assessed at about $5,000 per acre and the
total procurement price of approximately 150 acres is estimated
to be about $1,500,000, taking into consideration the filling
that has been done on the site.

Site Number 11 —Neponset Avenue. This site containing
about 200 acres is located about 5 to 6 miles south of downtown
Boston on the Neponset River and borders the town of Quincy.
The site is bounded by the Old Colony System of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad, Neponset Avenue
and the Neponset River. Most of the area is being filled with
refuse of the city of Boston but a substantial fill would be
required if the buildings were to be free of tidal water. If the
site were used for the development of a market, it would be
necessary to straighten the Channel of the Neponset River
taking in some 70 acres of land now owned by the town of
Quincy.

The tract is owned by some 15 or more individuals and the
southern portion is owned by the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts and designated as Metropolitan Park. Based upon
present assessments, the land is valued at about $200,000.
It would probably require about $1,000,000 to procure 150
acres of this site, since filling of the site has taken place during
the past year or so and is not reflected in the assessed value.

The site could be serviced by the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad from the Old Colony System, which
borders the site. Access to the site would be by way of Ne-
ponset Avenue and Hallet Street to Gallivan Boulevard.
Utilities are adjacent to the property.

Site Number 12 Needham Site. This site containing
about 150acres is located about 10miles from downtown Boston
in Needham, Massachusetts. The site is bounded by the
Woonsocket branch of the New York, New Haven and Hartford
Railroad, State Highway No. 128, residential homes, fronting
on Central Avenue and Avery Street. The site lies on both
sides of Webster Street.

The entire tract is owned by about 55 people. One hundred
and twenty acres located east of Webster Street are owned by
22 people, and about 30 acres west of Webster Street are owned
by about 33 people. About 6 acres of the tract are owned
by the town of Needham.

There are a number of residences but few substantial build-
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ings on the property and a large part of the land is free of
buildings. The assessed value of land and buildings is approxi-
mately $300,000. Procurement price would be substantially
greater than the assessed value.

The property would need considerable grading but very
little fill. It could be serviced by the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad. Access to the site would be by way
of State Highway No. 128, Central Avenue and Webster Street.

Site Number 13 —Readville Race Track Site. This site,
containing about 75 acres is located between 9 and 10 miles
from downtown Boston. The tract was formerly used as a
race track but is now owned by Stop and Shop, Inc., a local
chain operating retail grocery stores. About 35 acres of the
site is in the city limits of Boston and 40 acres are in the town
of Dedham. The site is bounded by the Fowl Meadow Reserva-
tion tracks of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-
road and Hawthorne Street. In order to enlarge this tract
to meet present and future market requirements, it would be
necessary to take in a part of the Fowl Meadow Reservation.

The total 1947 assessed value of the 75 acres of land is $51,573,
but procurement value would be at least $500,000. It has not
been possible to determine whether an acreage could be used
in the Fowl Meadow Reservation and what the cost would be.
The acreage slopes from the north to the south and southeast
and would need some fill. All of the Fowl Meadow Reserva-
tion acreage would need at least 7 feet of fill if water-free base-
ments are to be maintained.

Other Proposed Sites. In the course of the survey, a num-
ber of other sites were suggested. The foregoing sites were
described in order to permit the evaluation of them for those
who suggested such sites and these sites came the nearest of
all sites suggested to being of the proper size for the kind of
market needed to serve Boston and its distribution area.

A few people interviewed in the course of the survey indi-
cated a desire to maintain a market in the present Faneuil Hall
Market area. Although this area may need to be given con-
sideration, one of the reasons for the interest among produce
dealers and farmers in a new market is the proposed highway
development through the present Faneuil Hall Market area.
Thus, it would appear impractical to consider this area for a
new market development. However, to show those who might
be interested in the development of a new market in this area
what a part of the land would cost, the assessed values of land
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and buildings were accumulated for a 28.5 acre area, not in-
cluding public streets, which is bounded by State Street, At-
lantic Avenue, North Street, Parmenter and Hanover streets,
and Union Street to Dock Square. While this area would not
provide a quarter of the area needed for the development of a
market as recommended, its total assessed value is about
.117,600,000. Of this total value, 19,300,000 is for land and
18,300,000 is for buildings situated thereon. The problem of
developing the present market area would be complicated fur-
ther by the fact that in order to develop the area, it would be
necessary for dealers to move to another location and when
once moved to another location, it is doubtful whether they
would return to the market when built. This would be par-
ticularly true, if rentals from the facilities when built were
charged at a rate high enough to pay for the facilities over a
period of from 30 to 35 years. Then, too, the location of the
market in the area is practically impossible, because it will in-
terfere, if not prevent, the development of the street and high-
way plans for the area.

A few other locations were proposed as possible market lo-
cations. These included certain small sized tracts at various
locations about the metropolitan city and some substantial
tracts of land on the outskirts of the city as far west as Framing-
ham. The small tracts were generally suggested by those
people who could not possibly know the land area required for
a produce market to serve Boston. There are farms in practi-
cally all directions from the city of Boston, except to the direct
east, that possibly could be used for market purposes. How-
ever, in each instance, rail service would not be materially im-
proved at such locations, and the problem of selecting a site at
a great distance from buyers located in metropolitan Boston
and from buyers from distant areas needs to be given very
careful consideration.

Consideration was given to the suggestion that a market
might be developed on land made in Boston Harbor, in a man-
ner such as was used in the development of the airport. This
might be possible but the selection of a site where 150 acres or
more could be developed presents a problem since consider-
ation must be given to present users and owners of dockage
fronting the Harbor. The Old Colony Parkway Site (Number
10}, comes very close to being a man-made tract such as has
been suggested by a few people in the course of the survey.
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Cost of Suggested Market Sites
od wholesale produce market could be built on any site
proper shape and containing a minimum of about 150

icres. However, the land area cost will be increased on sites
by the amount of fill, grading, buildings to be purchased and
lazed, and other costs associated with the preparation of the
site before construction may be begun

For purposes of comparing
sites numbered 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 1
since these are the only sites
regarded as having possibili
purposes. However, conside
with respect to these sites as
able and whether adjacent £

needed.

he estimated cost of land, only

10, 11, 12 and 13 will be used,
those described that may be
of development for market

on would need to be givenrat
whether they would be avail-to

age could be acquired wherere

Local interests of Boston h
land values based upon their

provided estimates of presentavt

knowledge of the values and36!

ilues have been shown. It hain certain instances assessed
not been possible to show the a trial procurement cost of land
in the sites because the auth re not a contracting agency
The only way actual values cc aid be obtained would be by

1 this li£ )een possible. The actual
value may be higher or lower tin n the values shown in Table 1,
but it is believed that the estir rated values shown are more

e than the assessed value. Arepresentative of the actual vak
value is needed for the purpos f evaluating the cost of the

;otal development cost of the
ma

Each of the suggested inspected by an engineer, and
hen estimate was ma rf fill, grading, and doing eer-

ier to prepare it for buildingn other things to the area in
to the unsidered, are shown in

mate for fill is based uporIn each case, the e
iements in the buildings con-give water-free r
nay be a cheaper method of
rch as the inclusion of pumps

mar
rviding water-free basement

lines as thev leave thein rage

it might be better to mak
basements in the initial plan

vpom
ient fill to provide water-fre

ather than to depend upon pumping equipment, which would
)e a permanent fixed charge.

From the estimated cost figure shown in Table 1, it may
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observed that the initial procurement price for land is not the
only cost that must be considered in selecting a wholesale
produce market location. Regardless of who will ultimately
pay these costs, they are a charge against the market develop-
ment and would add to the distribution cost of food passing
through the market when built.

Comparison of Suggested Market Sites with Respect to Factor
Used in Selecting a Location

Each of the 10 sites considered was analyzed with respect to
the factors previously discussed which are the most important
in determining the desirability of a site as a possible location
for a new wholesale produce market to serve Boston and its
distribution area. Each of the sites is given a rating with
respect to the six factors in Table 2. The site which is con-
sidered most desirable from the standpoint of each factor is
given a rating of 1, the next most desirable site is given a rating
of 2, and so on until the least desirable site is given a rating of
10. Sites which are regarded as equal are given the same
numerical rating.
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Table 2. Ratings for Ten Suggested Market Sites with Respect to Six
Important Factors considered in the Selection of a Location for a New
Wholesale Produce Market at Boston, Massachusetts.

Sites Rated.

3 4 7 8 9 10 11 12 U

0 83124578

34 10 987521
10 83124567

9 6 3 1 1 4 5 6 8

44 10 887241
986335712

45 38 35 23 24 31 29 26 24

Avail:

A

While a summation of the ratings is shown for each site, it
must be remembered this is only a rough guide since a low
rating with respect to one very important factor may require
that the site be eliminated from consideration. Then, too,
some of the sites would need to be enlarged to make them suit-
able for development and their availability for market purposes
has not been determined. These principles will be given con-
sideration in the discussion of sites in succeeding paragraphs.

The Recommended Market Site
The people of Boston and of all New England interested in

the improvement of the wholesale produce market at Boston
are fortunate in having a number of sites available for consid-
eration at a reasonable cost. In the final choice of sites, ex-
treme care should be exercised by those responsible for the
development to make sure that the site chosen meets the ap-
proval of the major groups who will use the market. There
are at least six of the sites considered that could be used for a
new produce market to serve Boston and if a market were built
on any one of them and used by the majority of the dealers and
farmers, there would be brought about a substantial improve-
ment in wholesale produce distribution in Boston. The city of
Boston can be served most efficiently by only one market as
demonstrated by the lack of efficiency in the present split mar-
ket facilities of the city and the associated increased costs of
marketing of produce.
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Since Boston is an old and established city with defined street
and highway systems and the area included by the city and ad-
jacent towns and cities is built up for residential and industrial
purposes, the selection of the site is dependent to a large degree
upon the availability of an area of sufficient size to build the
facilities needed now and to pc
requirements. Thus, all sites
tages and disadvantages and c
with respect to each will need
problems with respect to the
characteristics of each of the s

avide for at least a part of future
considered have certain advan-
lertain problems of development
to be given consideration. The
development and the desirable
ites considered are given in suc-

ceeding paragraphs
;h this site has great possibilitiesSite 8, South Bay. Althou

for the development of a market to serve Boston, the cost of
land is estimated to be relatively high when the cost of pre-
paring the land for construction of facilities is given considera-
tion. The primary problem in connection with this site is the
determination as to whether the South Bay Channel could be
closed and filled in, and if this may be done whether the city
would make the area available at a reasonable price for market
purposes. It is recognized by officials of the city as well as by
the metropolitan planning board that the South Bay should be
filled in since the existence of a body of water in which there is
dumped sewage and surface water is not a healthy situation for
the city and the surrounding area.

The second problem in connection with this site is the de-
termination as to the location of the new elevated central ar-
terial highway. Current plans for this highway provide for it

pass on the north side of the South Station and travel over
and adjoining Albany Street, and then cutting across the west
end of South Bay to Atkinson and Southampton streets. Since
there is a total of about 170 acres in this site, the reduction in
land area to permit the placement of the proposed highway on
land included in the site, would not prevent the market de-
velopment and under certain circumstances it might be to the
advantage of the development. On the other hand, the exact

rt location of the proposed highway has not been determined, and
,<r if it should be placed in the site some distance from Albany

Street, the development of a market at this location would be
difficult and under certain circumstances impossible. If the
proposed new highway were brought directly to the Fort Point
Channel, at or near Northern Avenue and the channel were
filled or if footings for the elevated highway were placed in the
channel and the highway extended up the channel along Albany
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Street to a point near East Concord Street, the city would save
millions of dollars in the cost of right-of-way procurement, over
the cost of the present plan which would require razing the
buildings from Northern Avenue to Broadway bridge in pass-
ing to the north of South Station.

The problem of procurement needs to be given consideration
as related to the thirty odd tracts of privately owned property.
Of course, this problem will be present on almost all sites con-
sidered. In all probability, it will be necessary in the procure-
ment of the area included in this location to have the State,
city or some other agency exercise the right of public domain
in the public interest.

If the city and others plan the highway along Albany Street
and the South Bay area can be closed and made available for
the market development, this site has a preferred status over
other sites considered. It is the best market location for local
retail buyers and, with the proposed new highway, it would be
readily accessible for out-of-town buyers. Likewise, the new
highway makes the site desirable for the receipt of produce
from distant areas by truck and rail. The site can be enclosed
with a fence to prevent nonmarket traffic from entering the site
since no public streets are in the site.

It also should be noted that this site is only a short distance
from the fish wharf, public cold storage, the Boston Market
Terminal, several chain store warehouses, -wholesale grocery
warehouses, and various other facilities used by handlers of
related products at wholesale. This would be to the advantage
of buyers who would want to obtain fish and other produce on
visits to the market in Boston. The site will be not only a good
site for the consolidation of the various trade interests to be
relocated, but it also will permit buyers to be near to other lines
of the industry for which provisions for their inclusion in the

ievelopment.market is not made in the initial
- While the present needs for
ie met on this site, the site is
or future expansion and, thus,
not be regarded as a possible
m. It is possible to utilize a
this site. If a part of Site 8,

Site 9. Massachusetts Av
market facilities possibly could I
not sufficiently large to provide f
the site in its present size could
wholesale produce market locatii
part of Site 8 as an extension of
which is to the north of Southampton Street were used, thi
would divide the wholesale market into three tracts, which i
not desirable from the standpoint of buyers, trade interests,
city and other interests. The acquisition of land north of
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Southampton Street would increase the cost of land over that
shown in Table 1. Thus, it would appear that the area avail-
able in this site should not be regarded as a possible location,
if the major part of the area included in Site 8 could be obtained
for the proposed market development.

The advantages of the development of a market at this loca-
tion would be approximately the same as those stated for Site 8,
except for its location, which is three to four thousand feet
farther removed from the central points of distribution. Also,
its relation to the fish and other industry would be slightly
greater.

It also should be mentioned that present plans for the cen-
tral arterial highway call for a cloverleaf on the three-cornered
area to the west of the main line of the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad, bounded by Southampton Street and
Massachusetts Avenue. If this area were used for a cloverleaf,
it would reduce the available area by about 40 acres, and render
this portion useless for market purposes. The use of this site
for the development of a wholesale produce market as needed
in Boston could be regarded only as an alternative in case
several other sites studied were not available.

12, Needham Site. The principal advantages of this
site are in its size and convenience for truck receipts. A mar-
ket could be built at this location and enough land is available
to provide for all future needs. Also, the land costs would not
be excessive.

The primary disadvantage of the site is that it is split into
two parts by Webster Street which is a thoroughfare. It is
doubtful whether the town of Needham would permit Webster
Street to be closed for market purposes. Receipts by rail over
me railroad would be satisfactory but receipts from other rail-

roads would be delayed in their delivery to the market. While
this site is well located for receipts by truck, it is not located
at a point where distribution could be made on a most sati
factory basis. It is about 10 miles from the central point
for retail grocers, and to permit retail buyers to travel direct
to the location would require that the metropolitan city make
substantial changes in streets and highways which would be
costly considering the miles of streets and highways involved

Site 13, Peadville Race Track. Although this site could not
be used without acquiring about 75 acres from the Fowl Meadow
Reservation, it probably would be the lowest cost site after
acquisition were made. It is so located that nonmarket traffic
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Site 7, Navy Yard. - This site is in a preferred class with
respect to the location of the fish wharfs and other trade in-
terests. It is only a few blocks from the Boston Market Ter-
minal and related team tracks, two chain store warehouse
public cold storage warehouses, a fruit and vegetable trucker
warehouse, several tomato repackers’ facilities, wholesale coffe
warehouse, wholesale dry grocery warehouses, and other related
businesses. It would be readily accessible to streets taking into
consideration the proposed street and highway development.

The disadvantage of this site is its size. About the only open
area included in the site is the Navy property, which is only
sufficient to accommodate the wholesale meat business. Thus,
there would be very little space, if any, available in the area on
which facilities could be provided to accommodate dealers in
poultry and eggs, or dealers in fruits and vegetables from the
Faneuil Hall Market and the potato shed, and the fruit auction.

The high price of the land together with the large buildings
and other facilities now situated on this site would make it

he area and raze the buildings
There appears to be no way

an be distributed through the

financially impractical to procure
for an entirely new development
that the necessary new buildings

area and assemble all the market business on a satisfactory
basis. Then, too, it is improbable that the Navy Department
would release the 35 acres they own, and it is doubtful whether
any agency could acquire the site from the U. S. Government
by exercising the right of public domain. Many other prob-

■ts, acquiring property from the
letts, and the movement of cer-

lems, such as closing of stree
Commonwealth of Massachus
tain industries out of the area would be encountered

This site has sufficient landSite 4, Revere Airport Site
available to accommodate all needs. This would be true even

procure the area now occupied
asonably priced, even though a

though it were not possible t
by the airport. The site is i

and grading would be neededconsiderable amount of filling
It is accessible to streets and lighway

this site is in its location. Any
ast of the Charles River would

The primary disadvantage t
site located to the north and

many railroad cars through At-recessitate the movement of
antic Avenue on the Union j
■rease rail traffic over Atlanta

rieight. This hauling would in-
■ Avenue to such an extent that
tolerate it. Also, some delays in
le produce would occur and result

the city would not be able to
the delivery of cars of perishab
in poorer quality of produce t iffered to consumers. Then, too,
the additional distance in rail hauls would add to the cost of
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food sold in Boston. Secondly, the location of a market to the
north and east of the Charles River in Boston would require a
considerable additional movement of truck receipts through the
city of Boston. Thirdly, a site located to the north and east
would require both local and out-of-town buyers to travel a
greater distance in the procurement of supplies.

Site 2, Suffolk Downs. This site, while large enough in area
to meet both present and anticipated future needs, has about
the same advantages and disadvantages as those described for
Revere Airport site. It should be noted that rail service would
be somewhat poorer, and the site is located at a point where
street and highway accessibility would be less satisfactory.
Thus, if a site north and northeast of the Charles River were
selected, the Revere Airport site would be preferred to this site.

Site 3, The City of Lynn, Massachusetts. This site has about
the same advantages and disadvantages as the Suffolk Downs
site. In addition, it is not large enough and about four and one
half miles more distant from downtown Boston. Thus, this
site should not be regarded as a possible location for the de-
velopment of a wholesale produce market to serve Boston and
its distribution area.

Before concluding the discussion of possible locations for a
new wholesale produce market, it should be pointed out that
some people mentioned that the market might be located at a
point in the neighborhood of Framingham or some other point
west or northwest of downtown Boston. There are many acres
of farm and forest land between metropolitan Boston and
Framingham that could be acquired for the development of a
market. Some people felt that at Framingham, or in and near
this point, a market location could be found where all three
railroads could provide direct service. In the course of this
survey, no such location was found, although the Boston &

Albany and the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroads
join at Framingham, the Boston & Maine Railroads’ nearest
line to this juncture is about six miles distant. Thus, it does
not appear feasible to locate a market at or near Framingham
where all three railroad lines could provide direct service.

An additional problem concerning the location of a market
west of Boston is that the present street and highway system
through the city is not designed for the flow of motor trucks in
volume in this direction. Many of the streets in the city lead-
ing in a westerly direction limit or exclude truck traffic. For
example, the most serviceable truck route to the west, as shown
on the master highway plan, is theroute passing along the south
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side of the Charles River. This route is planned in such a
manner that it would permit truck distribution to many parts
of the city, but current plans call for the elimination of truck
traffic. Moreover, another most serious problem is in the fact
that the city of Boston comprises less than one-half of the
metropolitan area, and the street and highway system develop-
ment is hampered by some of the adjoining towns and cities.
In some cases, important streets of Boston are routed in such
a manner as to by-pass the adjacent town completely. Thus,
the development of a series of circumferential streets and high-
ways in and about the city has been seriously hampered.

The age and location of Boston has had a definite effect on
the planning of streets, highways and other facilities in the city.
Traffic to the direct east is limited by the Boston River Harbor.
Naturally, a hundred or more years ago, there was little use to
plan 60 to 100 foot streets for the movement of traffic, as all
traffic was of the small-size horse-drawn character and slow in
movement. Receipt of products from distances was by boat,
and the principal marketing developed near the docks. Irre-
spective of the size of the streets, an attempt was made to de-
sign them to accommodate a concentration of the wholesale
business in the area of downtown Boston, providing greater
service to the north and northeast and south and southwest
than in a direct westerly direction. The proposed new central
arterial highway is a continuation of this design. In the plan-
ning for a new wholesale produce market to serve metropolitan
Boston and the service areas, consideration needs to be given
to this proposed plan.

Market Development Costs and Operating Expense

In addition to the cost of land, those who will build the mar-
ket will need to evaluate the cost of building and other struc-
tural developments, operating and upkeep, taxes and interest
and principal payments, if the proposed market is to be self-
sustaining. Each of these items is considered as well as the
total of such items in terms of annual revenue needed from the
market in succeeding paragraphs.

Estimated Total Investment in Land , Buildings and Other II
lelopmenl

The estimated total investment in land, the cost of preparing
the land for building a market on each of the ten sites is shown
in Table 1, and the cost of buildings and other improvements
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are shown in Table 3. The cost estimates shown in this table
assume that the land area will be about 150 acres and that all
the facilities recommended and shown in the proposed layout
are built. Deviations from this assumption will be brought out
with respect to certain sites later. Estimated costs of the build-
ings and other developments for the market are based upon
cost of labor and materials in the Boston area for June, 1949.
The estimated total cost of land, its preparation for building,
and the cost of buildings and other developments for each of
the ten sites considered is shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Estimated Total Construction Costs of Market Buildings
Structural Developments for a Wholesale Produce Market as recom-

Buston, MassachusetU

Estimated Computed
Cost Per Estimated

•res for fruit and vegetable dealers, x 60' x 18

plus 12' and 24' platforms with first floors, basements

ores for fruit
without base 00

15' plus•St

.000

18', plus
>O.OOfirs

poul
irst and

Pr

lond floor au<
00

Tuit and

[id truckers’ sheds with platform . . .100 900 0C
Facilities in two public toilets and employees’ rooms 2 3,000

000Paving in market, black top (380,000 squ:
76,000Hous

Teai
Ston
Flooi

18,

$9.6

?io,;

or restaurant and toilu
Includes one unit for
Includes one unit for;

it
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Pable 4. Estimated Total Cost of Land, Buildings, and Other Develop-
ded for a Wholesale Market on Each of Ten Sites at

Boston, Mas.

if I!n
JE

Ndm Cost of Land. Developments. Total C

11,645,000 $10,233,738 $11,878,
430,000 10,233,738 11,663

'5,000 10,233, 11,828,738
3,

!8
455,000 10.233,738 13,688,738

64,738

20,000 10,233,738 11,853,738

.080.000 10,233,738 11,313,738
570,000 10.233,738 10,803,738

It may be noted, by referring to Table 4, that there are some
differences in total costs of a market among the 10 sites. It
must be remembered that all these estimated costs are subject
to revision when a corporation has been formed with the power
to negotiate for land and construction of the market. Many of
the estimated costs shown would be determined by a bid
which mav be higher or lower than those indicated. Without
the use of bids or other methods of determining these costs, it
is believed that the estimates are reasonable and bear an
equitable relationship as between sites

There may be ways of reducing some of the costs included in
the foregoing estimates. Cost of filling might be reduced by
permitting free dumping or selective dumping by the city or

mav be reduced bv use ofsome other agency. Grading

State or city-owned equipment without charge. Paving costs
might be reduced somewhat by the State or city assuming a
part of this cost, since they provide and maintain streets and
highways currently used for market purposes. These agencies
at least could assist in the development of streets at market
entrances and exits as well as in the improvement of streets pro-
viding access to and from the market. Some reduction in costs
may be achieved on certain sites by permitting the railroads to
build trackage in the market or adjacent to it on leased land or
on railroad land, or by the utilization of certain existing facili-
ties. The building of a new consolidated wholesale market on
any site would replace facilities now used for handling produce.
The corporation or agency building the market should explore
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fully all possible ways of reducing cost of land, construction and
development.

Annual Operating Expense
In a consolidated wholesale market, such as is recommended

for Boston, capable management would be needed and provi-
sion must be made for the expenses of providing such manage-
ment. In addition, funds must be provided to pay salaries of
other employees, upkeep of equipment and facilities, and many
other items. Estimates of annual operating expenses of a mar-
ket as recommended for Boston are shown in Table 5. These
estimates are based on operating expenses in other markets and
adjusted, so far as possible, to conditions in Boston. The in-
dicated cost probably represents the maximum and may be re-
duced somewhat at the beginning.

Table 5. Estimated Annual Operating Expenses of Proposed Whole-
sale Produce Market at Boston, Massachusetts.

Estimated Annual
Item. Expenses

Salaries and per diem:
1 market manager $12,000
1 assistant manager

..........
6,000

6 market police ...........
18,000

1 secretary-clerk 2,500
4 truck drivers 10,000
6 shovelors and sweepers .........

12,000
2 janitors

............

4,000
Per diem of board members ......... 2,500
Salary of officers ...........

12,000
Estimated total salaries and per diem $79,000

Other expenses and upkeep (excluding amortization and taxes):
Depreciation on 2 trucks .........

$l,OOO
Gasoline, repair and upkeep on trucks ......

1,000
Light .............

3,000
Water .............

1,500
Replacement and upkeep of facilities ....... 18,000
Heat and gas 1,500
Fire and tornado insurance ......... 8,500
Office supplies ........... 500
Telephone and telegraph ......... 1,000
Miscellaneous equipment ........

1,000
Total other expenses and upkeep 37,000

Total estimated annual expenses (excluding amortization and taxes) . . $ll6

Taxe

It is assumed that the market corporation or agency in con-
trol of the proposed market would pay taxes on land, build-
ings, and other facilities the same as any other corporation.
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For this purpose, it would be necessary to establish an assessed
value on the land and buildings of the market and apply the
applicable rate which for property in the city of Boston proper
in 1948 was 853.40 per thousand dollar valuation. There is no
way of accurately determining assessed value but it is reason-
able to assume that equipment on a site that will be razed in
the development of the market will not be assessed and at least
a part of the fill and other costs of the development may not be
assessed at full value. Based upon these assumptions, the es-
timated annual taxes are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Estimated Annual Tax Payment of Proposed Wholesale
Produce Market at Boston, Massachusetts, on Ten Sites considered

Total

Estimated Estimated Assessed Total
Assessed* Assessed Value of Tax Rate Estimated
Value of Value on Land and per Annual

Land. Buildings. Buildings. SI,OOO. 2 T

2 $1,000,000 $8,200,000 3 $9,200,000 553 40 $491,280
3 1,000.000 - 9,200,000 45 00 419,520
4 1,000,000 - 9,200,000 51 60 474,720
7 3,500,000 - 11,700,000 53 40 624,780
8 2,000,000 - 10,200,000 53 40 514,680
9 2,000,000 - 10,200,000 53 40 544.680

10 1,000.000 - 9,200.000 53 40 491,280
11 1,000,000 - 9,200,000 53 40 491,280
12 1.000.000 - 9,200,000 35 00 322.000
13 500.000 - 8,700,000 53 40 464,580

1 Impossible to predict precise assessment, but these are rough approximations to show a
relationship.

2 Tax rate in Boston proper, $53.40 per $l,OOO in 1948; $51.60 per $l,OOO in Revere in 1948;
$46.50 per $l,OOO in Lynn, Massachusetts, in 1948; and $35 per $l,OOO in Needham, Massachu-
setts, in 1948.

3 Based upon an assessment of 80 per cent of estimated cost as shown in Table 3. Same
estimate used for all sites.

Amortization of Investment.

If the proposed market is to be self-liquidating, the invest-
ment must be amortized from annual market revenue by the
payment of both interest and principal. A wholesale produce
market is a stable business when established, and will persist
in a given location for many years since dealers find it to their
material advantage to do business in one concentrated market
area. Therefore, it is possible to extend the financing of the
project for a longer period of years than would be possible with
many other types of business. The facilities recommended for
Boston are of durable construction and should last with only
minor repairs and maintenance for many years. Also, the
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buildings are flexible and can be converted for use by different
types of dealers with only minor alterations. Land has a tend-
encjr to increase in value over a longer period of years and
therefore can be liquidated over a longer period of time. If
the proposed market is properly planned and laid out with
sufficient area provided for future expansion, as recommended,
it should be possible to extend the amortization of the cost over
a thirty to thirty-five year period. Table 7 shows the annual
interest and principal payment which would be necessary to
pay in order to liquidate the entire investment with a 4 per
cent interest rate in thirty vears on each of the 10 sites.

Table 7. Estimated Annual Payment Necessary to amortize Total
Cost of Market (shown in Table 4) Over a Period of Thirty Years
at Four Per Cent Interest on Each of Ten Sites at Boston, Massachu-
setts.

Estimated
Estimated Annual

Total Market Amortization
Investment Payment for

Site. from Table 4. Thirty Years. 1

2 $11,878,738 $686,947
3 11,663,738 674,514
4 11,828,738 684,056
7 18,623,738 1,077,011
8 13,953,738 806.945
9 13,688,738 791,620

10 12,364,738 715,053
11 11,853,738 685,502
12 11,313,738 654,273
13 10,803,738 024,780

1 Annual payment of $57.83 per $l,OOO invested.

Total Annual Cost of Operatio

In the foregoing tables have been shown the estimated costs
4 land, market structures, and other developments, and the

estimated annual taxes, principal, and interest payments, and
other costs of operation and upkeep on each of the proposed
sites. These estimated costs allow for all expenses of managing
the market on a full and going basis. The estimated total an-
nual cost of operating the proposed market on each of the sug-
gested sites is shown in Table 8. This total estimated annual
cost would represent the annual revenue needed to be obtained
through rentals ana other sources from the market when built.
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Sources of Revenue
In order to operate the market and pay all annual cost

hown in 1 able 8, it would be necessary to obtain rental am
ither income from those who would use facilities in the market

Based on the estimated costs of land, construction of facilit
taxes, amortization, and other costs, total annual expenditure
might be prorated to the various groups operating in the marke
in about the manner shown in Table 9. For the purpose of il-
lustrating and comparing the prorated rentals with respect tc
sites considered, rentals are prorated for only sites 4, 7, 8 and 12,
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In the foregoing Table 9 are shown the estimated rentals that
would need to be obtained from leases on facilities if the market
were built on sites 4, 7, 8 and 12. If the market could be and
were built on site 7, the rental from dealers would need to be
about 150 per cent of rentals shown for site 4; for site 8, rentals
would need to be increased by 15 per cent over site 4; and for
site 12, rentals would be about 85 per cent of those shown for
site 4. In each instance sufficient rentals are determined to
give a reserve of about Bto 10 per cent for contingencies. In
case of the other six sites considered, the calculated revenue
for site numbers 4, 7, 8 and 12 is sufficient to meet the require-
ment for such sites as shown in Table 8.

Some additional revenue might be gained from leasing of
;pace provided on the market. The front and rear platform

with adjacent tracks of the restaurant facility could be leased
to an adjacent operator. Ground space available in the mar-
ket could be leased for revenue such as for advertising and other
purposes. Certain other revenue might be gained, but from
the standpoint of operating and liquidating the entire project,
the leases for space by dealers in the market would ultimately
be expected to pay for the facility.

Operating Costs in the Proposed Wholesale Produce
Market as compared to Present Costs and Savings
to be realized from the Proposed Market Develop-

ment

The most important reason for developing a new wholesale
produce market in Boston is to reduce the total cost of dis-
tribution. Unless it can be shown that distribution costs can
be reduced, there would be little reason for building a new
produce market in Boston, unless it was for the sole purpose of
replacing structures destroyed by fire or razed for some other
development. In determining where distribution costs may be
reduced it is necessary to give consideration to both buyers’
and sellers’ costs in the market because these costs determine
the ultimate cost of produce to consumers. It should be em-
phasized that a new wholesale produce market, if built, has as
its primary purpose better and more economical service to
buyers in the distribution area.

Estimated Costs in the Present Market
In the course of the survey, each dealer was asked the present
atal payment, cost of cartage, loss by theft, loss by spoilage
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and deterioration, loss through 1: reakage, number of employ
and their wages, amount of overt ime, and certain other charges.

A number of farmers and buyer were interviewed while doing
business in the market to detc rmine the frequency of their
visits and number of markets \ sited on each trip and certain
other questions concerning their costs. These data were sum-
marized by' class and type of dealer. Data on reported present
costs are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Certain reported Annual Costs of Dealers in the Present
Market at Boston, Massachusett

Frui
Veg(

rl
Mont Poultry and Total, All

Egg Dealers. I

Rent $076,390* $87,570 3 $1,298,890
froi 420,000 s 56,250® I,oi

0.000 9 340,000 10 1,862,470Theft
Cost of labor

Total reported and
for certain items . $6,812,025 $10,067,890 $1,234,180 $18,114,0!

111! •ntal fi
but inclui Boston Market Ter-

I
m

>f $45 per

of $4O

1,250 car I of $l5 t

per cent is used on $lO7
lU!

ir lots valued at $12,000per car, or a total of10
$l2O

lers reported an average loss of about 1 per cent on 3,450 car lots valued at $lO,OOO

Based upon $65 per week for employees of firms, including managers but
tract employees at Boston Market Terminal and fruit auction

185 employees of 84 dealers for whom space5 per

Based on an average wage of $65 per week for 222 employees of 25 dealers for whom space
is

In the foregoing Table 10, it may be observed that there are
substantial costs now involved in the handling of produce in
Boston. The costs listed are not all inclusive. There are cer-
tain costs, such as taxes, cost and maintenance of equipment,
refrigerant, demurrage, telephone and telegraph, use of public
cold storage, cost of rodent and pest control, and many other
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hast the over-all cost of doing
that by building a new market
made in many of these costs.

costs that must be charged agi
business. It is not anticipated
substantial reductions may be
With new facilities it will be p(
dent, pest, and sanitary control

ible to reduce the cost of n
. Several dealers in the market
rodent control. Taxes on the
the proposed market are in-
that would be paid by dealers.

are paying $2B per month for
physical facilities planned in
eluded in the estimated rental

Estimated Savings in Proposed Mart

If a new wholesale produce market were built in Boston and
the operation of dealers in all kinds of produce were consoli-
dated in one area in economical and efficient facilities, savings
in the cost of distribution should be realized. Rentals form
only a part of the cost of doing business in the market, as shown
in Table 10. Dealers and others who would pay rent in the
market as recommended, however, should realize that 50 per
cent or more of the rental shown is for interest and principal in
the amortization of the project and after the project is amor-
tized, rents could possibly be reduced by 50 per cent. If the
market were set up with a management that would give to each
dealer evidence of his pro rata payment toward ownership in
the project, such as a merchantable lease or stock in the cor-
poration, the dealer would have an opportunity to realize

al that goes to interest and prin-
ne depreciation in value of the

return on that part of his rent
cipal payment. Although soi
physical facilities may occur o
in most markets is that apprec
the location in a going mark
predation of the buildings.

er a period of years, experience
ion of an intangible nature forin

will more than offset the de-

shown the estimated savirIn succeeding paragrapl
ntcrests that would be affected

' a new wholesale produce market
comparing present rentals with

r the various groups and
directly by the development o:
in Boston. For purposes of
estimated rentals, the estimated rentals computed for site 8,
and shown in Table 9, are used because it shows the highest
estimated cost of any of the sites that are possible for a market
development.

Estimated Savings of Fruit and Vegetable Dealer
In the proposed new market there are planned facilities to
commodate the needs of all fruit and vegetable dealers and
produce auction for use of the auction company currently
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operating in Boston. Because the auct
dividual operation and an attempt to evaluate the savings would

the lata of a i

formation is or

shown in 10. I he proposed market, fruit 1
224 units, which provides 94u

Nt of their present which a total est
rental of $627,120 is shown to be needed. The estimated renta

17 per cent larger than th )roseut rental of $534,930
Savings in cartage would 1 lized bv the elimina

by rail that would be placed■ciids
For other cars of prodi(he tr

trucked between market plac is estimated that the re
ance of trucking ar id unloading on platforms would

lower the cost of the trucking
A total of 1,700 cars of pn

by S2O per car
iduce are now received direct bv

rail by dealers in the Faneuil Hall Market, of which it is es-
timated that 80 per cent of these cars should be unloaded at
the store platform rather than on team tracks. Thus, with a
reported average cartage of $4 per car on 1,360 cars, a total of
$61,200 could be savr

Of produce arriving by rail he Boston Market Terminal
200 cars art' trucked to th aneuil Hall Market area at an

of $45 per car. I aause of the travel distance and
congestion in the area, at $2O per car of this cost could

1 by confining the movement to the short distance within
the market where traffic cor >n could be avoided and

if stores instead of street level
amount to $104,000 annually

trucks unloaded on platforr

Fhis $2O per car saving woi
Likewise, 800 cars are trucker from the potato sheds; 3,17

the auc 75 cars are truck
from other scattered locations,
banana houses, to the Faneui

including tomato repackers and
Hall Market. On these 4,350

In addition$87,000 cou

alers in the Faneuil Halavim

Market, 30 carlot equivalents are trucked from Faneui! Hall
Market to the potato shed are trucked to dealers in

trucked from the Boston Markescattered locations, 880 cars a
Terminal t locations, 10 cars are truckedit

from the potato sheds to scat •Ed locations, and 80 cars an

trucked from the fruit auction dealers in scattered locations
V $2O per car saving on this 1,0 ars amounts to $21,500, and

all cartage the savings arc irnated to be .1273,700
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of produce as a result of inefficient
in the Faneuil Hall Market area

torn

abilities is more prevalent
ities in the other locations becauseana: lan witr

lire of produce. However, somehandling and
n Market Terminal because no rethe Boste

in tl ility. Practically no spoilage
r the produce handled at the
however, on the produce left

ion is av
and deterioration is calcu
auction. Some does take p
on the auction floor for a lor
through the auction is sold

if time. Produce moving
inspection basis. Some de-

he auction occur as a relays in the movement of j
suit of the lack of availab :s, which could be eliminated

‘Auction in distance of travel.in a rn
ndicated that their spoilage, ckMost d

s was in the neighborhood of 1 per
ith losses found in other markets
ate, requiring extra handling and
re weather for long periods of time.

terioration and bit

cent which is consistent
where facilities are inad
exposure of the produce
For purposes of computing lis loss it is estimated that one half

lue of the produce handled
spoilage, deterioration and

per cent of the total wh<
by dealers may be attril

it is estimated that approximately
y improving physical facilities, by

breakage. Of this amount
40 per cent may be by improving physical facilities, by

hours of exposure, and bv the use ofreducing handling and the 1
platforms, and better knov

The loss bv theft in any

■dge of supplies on the market,
■oduce market is common but in

üblic at all hours of the day, where
c streets and sidewalks, and when

market that is open to the f
produce is stacked on publ

the business is at a location where
yees is impossible, it is generally

the offices of the manager o:
direct supervision of empk

market of the kind recommendedconsiderably larger than in
for Boston. Much produce
the Boston market. It is n

is lost by theft at all locations in
anticipated that by the building

of a new market theft loss may be reduced at the fruit auction
because there will be no significant change in facilities and the
chief current problem is within the hands of management. For
dealers now operating in the Boston Market Terminal, a sub-
stantial reduction in loss by theft should be realized because
these dealers will be assigned permanent produce space with
offices for the management on the mezzanine, where the busi-
ness may be supervised closely. For dealers in Faneuil Hall
Market and at other locations, the facilities recommended will
not be located on public streets and the produce will not be
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exposed to theft as is now done. Dealers estimated and re-
ported that about 1 per cent of the produce handled was lost
by theft but the estimated loss herein is based upon one-half
of 1 per cent of the total value. For purposes of calculating the
saving only 40 per cent of the total loss is used because some
loss cannot be avoided.

Cost of labor used in the handling of fruit and vegetables is
the major item of cost in the conduct of the dealers’ business.
Dealers in the present market employ on a year-round basis
about 750 porters and housemen, and about 620 people are
classed as administrative, including the office help, salesmen
and the management. If the pay for all 1,370 employees is on
the average 165 per week, the total annual cost of labor would
be approximately $4,650,000. This estimated labor cost does
not include that paid by the auction company or the Boston
Market Terminal on a contract basis. In considering the use
of labor in the proposed market, it must be realized that the
market business will need to be completed in a much shorter
period of time than in the present market. Although some
dealers thought that it would be possible to reduce the number
of employees by a small percentage, it is doubtful whether this
can be done. If the buyers an
short market period, it will re-
tire same number of employees

; to be serviced expediently in a
the maintenance of about

even though the physical facili-
rot calculated that a saving will
mber of employees.

mproved. Thu
be realized by a reduction in m

that with a shorter marketing
-nclosed by a fence, and stores

There is a strong possibility
period, a well policed market
hat can be locked up, dealers can reduce the overtime paid to

labor. Many dealers indicated this would be possible and
practicable. Under these circumstances, labor in the market
would work on a more regular work schedule, and they would
have more leisure time to spend with their families. Thus, the
working conditions in the market would be improved, and it
would favor the employment of a higl

mitting more production per man. In the market as presently
operated, more than 6 per cent of the total labor bill is for
overtime. Of the estimated amount of overtime paid which
amounts to about 1280,000 annually, it is estimated that 50

per cent or $140,000 could be saved to the benefit of both labor
and management

A summary of the present costs as compared to the estimated
costs in the proposed market for fruit and vegetable dealers is
shown in Table 11
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in dealers’ operating costs. Sc
been shown in Table 10. Sac-

me of these costs already have
ngs which would be made in a
ach of these items of cost are
asis. It is possible that much

new consolidated market in e.
estimated on a conservative b
larger savings could be realized

The 84 dealers for whom space is provided in a new ma
paying a total annual rental for store and office facili-

The facilities recommended for
would provide 3 per cent less
at an annual rental of $742,920,
in rental cost.

rounting to $676,390
these dealers in a new marke
space than they are now rentm,
an increase of only 10 per cent

iese 84 meat dealers annu illy receive 10,000 carloads of
;d at team tracks of the threerail which are unloadc

iilroads and trucked to dealers stores. At the current truck-
ng rates of 13 cenfs per hundredweight from team tracks tc
he Faneuil Hall Market area, the trucking charge on an aver-
age carload weighing 28,000 pounds would be $36.40. Cartage

on less than carload lots are as much as three times this
nt. For the purposes of this study, average cartage costs

iad of meat from team tracks to dealers’ stores is esti-
0 or a total annual expense of $400,000 for this

service. In a new market as proposed, with rail connections to
he rear of each dealer’s store, these cartage costs would be
Tactically eliminated. At least 95 per cent of the rail receipts
r meat would be unloaded directly to dealers’ stores at an
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annual saving of at least $380,000 in sumec

liases were in loss than carload

■nt cartage costs in a new market. A saving of $20,000

n trucking 500 carloads of dairy products has been included in
estimated savings of meat dealer nee a large proportion of th
total is handled by wholesale mt t dealer

Each meat dealer interviewed during the course of
vey was asked to estimate the loss involved due tc
dling and delay in getting products from team tracks to tl
tore, including losses through theft, deterioration of the prod-

uct, extra shrinkage, breakage of packages, and extra trimming
losses. The average of the opinions of dealers indicated alc
if three eighths of 1 per cent due to these causes, all of which

would be eliminated if meats were unloaded directly fix
frigerator cars to coolers in dealers’ stores. The 10,000 car k
urrentlv trucked from team tra cks are valued at approximately

$120,000,000. Three eighths of 1 per cent of this amount would
al $450,000 annually, 95 pel-
ted savings, since it is assum

cent of which is used
1 that about 5 per cent would
carted to deal ires evenK

d
market employ 850 laborers chieflv for the purpose of handling

iducts being unloaded from trucks and bringing them into
the store, moving products will ire, and loadmt

Although rates for thisaV

;timatedallvpc

lea ibout $5O per man
il dealers estimated■2,210,000 per ye

immended, at least 25 pethat with modem facilities, as

eliminated. Only 10 pe
own as estimated savin;of this h

1,000 annuallyintmt
discussed above, there areIn addition to the items

ic realized by wholesale meatveral other possible savings to
The actual savings whichhe proposed marleal ke

he ither factors would dependild be made
o a large extent upon the ability of the individual dealer to
ake advantage of the possibilities for increased efficiency of
peration which would be possible through the use of modern
acilities and from the elimination of traffic congestion in the
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market area. While no actual estimates of savings are shown
for these items, they would be very substantial.

One of the greatest savings to dealers resulting from use of
modern facilities would be increased labor efficiency. In a new
market the facilities as recommended would provide for most
of the handling of meats, except processing, on the first floor
at truck-bed height and in buildings adapted to the use of
modern handling equipment. Products being brought into
the store would be received at the rear platform, either from
rail cars or trailer trucks. Carcass meats could be placed on
overhead rails at the edge of the platform and moved into coolers
with a minimum amount of labor. Products received in boxes
or cartons could be loaded on skids or pallets in the car or truck
or on the platform and moved into the store rapidly and eco-
nomically. Loose products, such as pork cuts, likewise could
be loaded into four-wheel hand trucks and transported to
coolers or processing rooms with minimum labor requirements.
In stores where processing is to be done on second floors or in
basements, products could be moved to these floors by means
of conveniently located power conveyors or elevators. Products
being transferred from stores to trucks backed up to the front
platform could be moved to the back of the truck either on
overhead rails, hand trucks, skids or pallets and loaded with a
minimum amount of hand labor. Bones and fat being loaded on
Tenderers’ trucks, in this type of facility, could easily be loaded
by means of chutes from second floors or by hand trucks from
the first floor. Where volume of these products would justify
the expense, power conveyors could be used for transferring
them to trucks. During the course of the survey it was noted
in several meat plants that the disposal of these by-products
tied up other operations in the plant for long periods of time and
required an enormous amount of hand labor under present
operating conditions.

Many of the meat dealers in the Boston market receive very
little, if any, meats directly from outside points. These dealers
buy most or all of their requirements from the car lot receivers
in the market, and, in most cases, the buyer is responsible for
picking up the meat purchased and transferring it to his own
store. Many dealers stated that in a new market with wide
streets and free traffic movement their costs in picking up
products bought from other dealers would be reduced to one-
half of the current cost where trucks are tied up in traffic for
long periods of time. Also, several dealers reported that meats
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lose quality rapidly in their facilities, and that this deteriora-
tion accounted for an enormous loss in value each year. Most
of the present coolers do not have thermostatic controls which
allow the maintenance of optimum temperatures and many
coolers are very damp. Modern facilities would eliminate this
unnecessary loss in quality.

Most of the facilities currently being used for handling meats
in Boston are old and in poor condition, and it is extremely
difficult to maintain proper sanitation. The facilities recom-
mended for a new market would be constructed to meet re-
quirements for federal inspection and could be kept clean with
a minimum amount of labor which would also result in decreased
operating costs. Also, dealers who at present cannot obtain
federal inspection because of the type of facility in which they
operate would be able to do so if they so desired.

Table 12 shows the present amount of some of the items of
cost which would be affected by a new market development,
estimated costs in a new market, and estimated savings to be
derived from operating in a new' market. In addition to the
savings shown in Table 12, there would be additional savings
which could be realized as discussed above, but the amount of
which has not been estimated due to the difficulty in obtaining
reliable cost data on these items. Total estimated savings in a
new market are estimated at $981,970 annually, or 10 per cent
of the current cost of these same items.

Taul Estimated Annual Costs for Certain Items
larket. k I Ma EstiI (

St

Cost in
Present Proposed Estimated

Item, Cost. Market. Savings.

Rent for stores and offices .....
$676,390 $742,920 $—66,530

Cartage from team tracks to store 420.000 20,000 400,000 ‘

Loss from the theft, spoilage and deterioration 450,000 22,500 427,500 -

Cost of labor 8,521,500 8,300,500 221,000"

Total ....
$10,067,890 $9,085,920 $981,970

1 10,000 car lots of meat and meat products at average cost of $4O per car; 95 per cent of
this cost would be saved in new market. Includes cartage on 500car lots of dairy products
at $4O percar or a total of $20,000, all of which would be eliminated in a new market.

2 10,000 car lots valued at $12,000per car ora total of $120,000,000 loss calculated at H of 1 per
cent. Savings estimated at 95 per cent of current loss.

s Laborused in handling products only, not including administrative, office, sales or proc-
essing. 850 men at $5O per week, or a total of $2,210,000. .Savings estimated at 10 per cent of
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presei ntai 2o dealers amount to $87,57^
he tvDi nd amount of space req

lese dealers, it will be m wy to increase the cost of ren
annual rentals in the new facilityte tot

8, for example, would amount tc
in an increase in annual renta

upon the costs lor Site
$128,600. This would result
costs of $41,030, which is cc insidered reasonable, particularly

siderably more than this amountin view of the fact that con,
%

can be saved on cartage alon
entirely possible' flit iome dealers may wish to changi

space requirements before construction is begun. It will
ore, be necessary to alter rental costs to conform to the
and amount of space actually built for dealers.

In considering the savings for poultry and egg dealers, ther lot receivers, particularly, stated their cartage costs would
reduced considerably with new stores having rail connec-

ons. The 25 firms interested in a new market reported that
1,250 car lots of poultry and egg products arrived by rail. None
of these establishments has rail connections, and all the rail
receipts arrived at team tracks. It was, therefore, necessary
to haul the products to the various stores.

Cartage costs were 15 cents per hundred pounds, or approxi-

r

rately $45 per carload. Total cartage costs for 1,250
mounted to $56,250. This amount could be saved bv havir

iirect rail connections and platf wins at car-door height at thf

ts for spoilage and deterioration are perhaps the
mg the various costs under consideration. Exc

and delays in traffic have an adverse effect unon

hable poultry products. Dealers
Rom these causes amounted to 1 per cent or moi

me half of this loss can be save

■uld mean that about 17 carloads of poultry produc
in average value of $lO,OOO i

�/laving of $170,000.
nent and unloading platforms r

n an
The lad

■ge amounts of labor for handling poultry and egg
me firms have belt and roller conveyors; however, thev ar

e to use them to best advantage in the present store
A. few dealers stated thev were desirous of obtaining skids,

diets, and other necessary equipment to facilitate the handlir

mart
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Estimated Savings of Dairy Product and Fish Dealei'

market to be derived from de-
roducts and fish have been in-

the savings in a new

f handling dairy j

and poultry and egg dealerscluded un r meat

dealers receive annuallypoultry andMet

i cheese by rail. About 500about 650 carl utter ar

e trucked from team
f about $20,000. In .

acks to dealers' stores at a
total new market, as proposed, all
of this cartage cost would be eliminated. This saving has been
included with estimated savings of meat dealers. Cartage costs
on fish which would be handled by the dealers who want space

•educed to any appreciable ex-in a new market would not I
i in the handling of this prod-no savings are estimat

w facilities, however, would result in other efficiencies
ih as discussed for meat dealersin handling dairy products and

Savings realized in the handlingand poultry and egg dealer
iuld be made chiefly through in-if these products probably v

creased labor efficiency in mode rn. conveniently arranged whole-
ale facil

¥Esl xvinqs of xnd 1i

mers and truckers in the pr Nt wholesale produce market
i no facilities except the facili-lo not pay rent and are furmsn

uckcr facility recently builtties in Cambridge and a small
adjacent to the Boston Market Terminal facility. Thus, it is

)00 estimated rental in the pro-not possible to compare the $10,(
posed market with what farme: and truckers are now paying.

and truckers offering all kindsThere are hundreds of farme
Many of the truckers obtainif products for sale in Boston

sport to other points of distribun the market for tran
supplies for return to theirtion, and a few farmers obtair

truckers rents form only a small’armers andcommumt

business. The cost of delivery,part of their total cost of doinj
ic, and unloading costs at storeshours of selling, delays in traf.

md other facilities represent their largest costs
ay be anticipated that definiteIn the proposed market, it n

nd that these hours will needselling hours will be established
present. This policy will beto be substantially shorter than

to be excluded from the marketnecessary, since buyers will need
when switching of cars is being done. Farmers selling product
n the market who were interviewed during the survey indi-
ated that they spent an average of at least 12 hours on each
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trip to the market. In the new market the time spent in sell-
ing should be reduced to less than half the current selling period,
or 6 hours. In most markets of the kind recommended for
Boston, the selling period for farmers is from 3 to 4 hours.
Thus, if farmers can save 6 hours per trip, and a farmer’s time
and his truck are valued at $2 per hour, a total of $l2 could be
saved on each trip to the market. On the basis of the survey
of farmers at least 150 farmers come to the market 3 times
each week during 20 weeks of the year. Thus, these farmers
would save during 20 weeks of the year a minimum of 54,000
hours or $lOB,OOO annually.

All farmers coming to the Boston market with produce for
delivery to wholesale stores as well as for sale by the producer
are delayed by traffic congestion when they reach the whole-
sale produce district. A delay of 20 minutes in traveling one
block is not uncommon. From interviews with farmers, they
stated that on the average trip this delay amounted to at least
three quarters of an hour. This loss of time could be avoided
in a market of the kind recommended for Boston. Such delays
are encountered by about 500 farmers that come to the market
on an average of about 50 times per year to deliver all kinds of
produce. If one half hour could be saved per trip, making
an allowance for 15 minutes per trip for finding or being as-
signed a location in the market, this saving would amount to
12,500 hours. If the time of a farmer and his truck is valued
at $2 per hour, the saving would amount to $25,000 annually.

The foregoing estimated savings would result in a total of
$133,000 annual saving in marketing costs to farmers. In addi-
tion, farmers would be provided stalls covered by a roof in
which to do business, giving their produce protection from the
weather and permitting them to do business even though it
were raining. Thus, farmers would be able to offer their
products in the best condition each day of the season. This
should encourage the movement of larger quantities of farm
produce. Then, too, with a shortening of the marketing period
and the concentration of supplies in one area, supply and de-
mand factors would operate freely and farmers could realize the
most for their produce.

Estimated Savinas to Retail Buyer

Many buyers were interviewed while doing business at Faneuil
Hall Market, thepotato shed, and theBoston Market Terminal.
An attempt was made to interview buyers at the fruit auction,
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ated they had been questioned onmost of those contacted st
one of the other market

All buyers interviewed procured some fruits and vegetables
Approximately 36 per cent also procured poultry and eggs, 40

per cent bought meat, 20 per cent bought dairy products, and
16 per cent bought dry groceries and fish on trips to the market
,ocal retail buyers as well as out-of-town buyers procurec

produce other than fruits and vegetables on about the same

The buyers frequenting the loston market are the most **

he pi uce industry. The only re;

produce market is needed
rvicing retail buvers who

in Boston is for the purp(

Itimately will distribute suppl
isumers. Thus, in the hiding of a market, primary

he building of a market that will
service the buyers that will haul

sideration should be given t

most effectively and efficientl
iway the supplies offered f The Boston market
n the neighborhood of 10,000 retail outlets and hundred
wholesale concerns in its distribution area. It
patronized by buyers who inspect a major portion of the j
ice before purchasing. There are in excess of 2,500 buye
yisiting the market daily. Thus, small savings in each buyer
ost will result in a substantialreduction in cost of doing bush
nd an ultimate reduction in food costs to consumers.

Of the several hundred buyers interviewed while on the
market, most of them indicated their greatest procurement cost
was in loss of time in going to and moving between the varioi

market places in procuring a complete line of produce. Buyers
stated that on the average 1 hour and 40 minutes were lost on
each trip to market because of the congestion and necessity for
traveling between market places. A saving of 60 per cent
this time in a market of the kind recommended would result ii
a saving of 1 hour per buyer, 2,500 hours per day and for 280
market days, or 600,000 hours of the buyer’s time and h
truck. A retail or wholesale buyer generally is operating somr
business in which he has a substantial investment, and his time
awav from the business results in additional costs and lower
return due to his inability to supervise the business. Howev
if the time of the buyer and his truck is valued at only 83 per
hour, the total savings to be realized by the improvement
the Boston produce market would amount to $1,800,000. It
should be recognized that a large part of these savings probably
would be passed on to consumers, and a part would be used by
myers in procuring additional supplies.
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In tl no allow

that mav be render
■ssibility of offering produce of higher quality with

handling damage. One of the greatest costs in the h
ill level is in the trimming

n part from extra handling and cartage. With im
market facilities, the trimming and spoilage loss in reta
should be reduced materially. For example, present trimmii

n fruits and in retail stores runs from a low

to 40 per cent or more on some commodities. Thus0

if only 1 or 2 per cent of this loss could be saved on the $l2B,
000,000 fruit and vegetable business, it would result in reduc-

ons of millions of dollars in retail food costs.
No attempt is made herein to evaluate all savir

and consumers. Of course, the concentration of the supplies
in one area would bring the fact of supply and demand intc

and supplies of all pr lucts would be readilv avail-
able to buyers so that no buyer would have to return to his
stablishment on a market dav without some needed productmarket dav

because he did not have time (o go some distance to some other
place of husiiu

Vholesale Market ITotal Estimated Savinas of al Ib
the Improvement of tk Boston Produce Mar

A number of estimated ings have been enumerated in
preceding paragraphs for the
ers in the market. The total

arious types of dealers and buy-
if these estimated annual saving:

are shown in Table 14

Table 14. Estimated Annual Savings to be realized by All Dealt
Buyer*, and Others through the Development of a (

'lidated Wholesale Produce M 'let at Boston, Massach

stixnate
Annual

Fruit and vegetable dealers .......... $750,4!

Meat and related product dealers 981,91
Poultry and egg dealers

... 202,930

Farmers . ... 133,000
1.800.000

Total A ,808

•lading $2O.
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Possible Savinc to City of Boston
vings to be realized from theIn considering the possible

ket of I it is necessary i

ment through relocat ion of the wholesale produce mar-
a evaluate the effect of such action

82

r

V

articularly true in Boston, sinceas related to the city. This i,
has been interested i market places for more thantl

m would affect certainhundred years, and its r
eilities provided by the city use of dealers in the market

ated savings shown in Table 141 of $3,868,398 est m
nsumers of Boston and the ad-passed or

n area. The dministratively designed
functions that are )r the benefit of its populatic

Thus, any reduction in products to consumers or to
handlers of food, which con, the entire population, would.it

Ifare of the citybe of material benefit to the we
The development of a new market as recommended for

the traffic pressure on manyBoston would materially reduc
thus reducing tl it maintenance and up-

nd about market areas, amid policing necessary ir
he city. In addition, the im-would enhance tax revenue tor t

provement of the mark-
frequent Boston, and it

-uld encourage more buyers to
enerally believed that a larger

,o other lines of industry and tnumber of buyers is of benefit t
tl

anticipates in the operation ofThe city of Boston actively p:
i number of ways. It has thethe wholesale produce market in

responsibility for inspection und r its health department; main-
tenance of sanitation, involving c leaning of streets; lighting of

ion of the major part of streetthe market areas; and the prov
and sidewalk space used in the wholesale produce market opera-
tions. These services are costing the city a substantial amount
annually, and those services that cannot be eliminated entirely

can be reduced in size substantially in the proposed market
If a new market is developed as recommended in Boston on

ny of the sites within the city limits, the city would be re-
quired to maintain access streets to the market and continue
performance of the health department. Sanitation, policing,
handling of traffic and providing of facilities including parking
space, streets, platforms and other structures within the bound-
aries of the market would be the responsibility of those who
would build the market and not a cost to the city of Boston.

Thus, the city of Boston would benefit materially by the de-
velopment of the market as recommended.
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Alternative Uses for Land and Facilities currently

BEING USED FOR MARKET PURPOSES.
In the relocation of a wholesale produce market, considera-

tion needs to be given to the alternative uses of existing land
and facilities presently being used for wholesale 1 market pur-
poses. This question has been raised by a few people during
the survey. The land and buildings currently used for handling
produce are owned by local people, and a small part of the
property is owned by the city. Thus, it is not deemed to be the
responsibility of the authors to determine the re-use of the
property, but it may be desirable to offer certain suggestion
based upon experience in other cities.

In the relocation of the wholesale market of Boston large
areas of solid blocks of property will be made available for re-
development. The fact that it will be made available in large
blocks increases the opportunitie s, through the use of proper

more advantageously than if
development in small parcels,

planning, to utilize the land
the land became available f rc
such as 20, 40 or 80 foot frontal
too, anyone planning the redev
type of business or enterprise to !
fact that large areas are availabl
development with greater oppoi
from the long-time standpoint.

on a single street. Then,
lopment can determine the

be included in the tract. The
le will permit a wide range of
rtunities for a profitable one

The largest owners of proper -y in present market areas are
he many private corporate and individual owners in the Fan-

euil Hall Market area. A large ]
will be razed in the developing
arterial highway. The razing o
some redevelopment regardless

part of the property in this area
nt of the proposed new' central
of this property would result in

of whether the market were
ted that when the market iselocated. It has been sug]

aoved from this area, it be : zed completely, and devoted to
an apartment house and light wholesale distribution business,
such as furniture and other nonperishable items. There are

has taken place in the lower
if New York City where large
’his action will require a con-
ilanning, and it will take some
run, it is possible that the al-
adapted to multistory usage,
return per square foot of land

examples in other cities such a,

east side of Manhattan Island
areas have been redeveloped,
siderable amount of capital and
years to complete. In the long
ternatives suggested which are
could pay a substantially larger
than can be paid by the produce trade, which business is more
economical on or near the first floor. With such a develop-
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>uld be possible to plan open park areas, wide streetw

ior parking of automobiles and other vehic
ind near-by property as well
tihanced in value.

h at a.ng

he city would have the problerr determining a n
Hall Market and Qui •cy Market buildings which

Ired and seven and
pectively. Faneuil Hal
t stands, and it probabh

>n the usage of the redevel- g
for the citv to continue tn

.1
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g could be used for storage
! opened up in the base-
■rketing. If the city did

sement as a retail mar-
lease this portion t
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in good condition
The ( >i situated appr

Iv adj h intral arterial highway. It
be razed in whole or in part

:nt t

now

is doubtful whether the city would
mce of the building as a monu-

laintained, in all probability
enue obtained to equal pres-

the type of usage of this facility would depend to
ge extent upon the developments instituted in the adjacent

1 potato shedsthere are two buildings, the

h supporting-
needed for tl

arlestown, that would
milt. Th

ted facility and probabhv

industry needing aTv

ailroad sidin
thirds of tl

more or the ai
rental could be
ild equal or ex<

id indi
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istruction and non-fireprt
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heir design is such that thei adaptabil
probably could be used for the handling of non-perishable and
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iess-than-car-lot freight. If th beds wc 85

other purposes, there might nee i to be a substan
he design of the sheds and in tf

f the market v ime

necessary to abandon
Market Terminal facil
adjacent area. No. 12

poses th

;cnt to (w

best poi ic if a mar

in the immediate vie n in

pm 'life

$250,000 expend!t h

market proper at a lat were found fcw

rse. Nos. 10 and 11 houses are not fireproof and wer
formerly used for the handling of less-than-car-lot freight

)uses could be returned to this type of ser
rese houses together with adjacent area could be

truck terminal. If used for a t terminal, it would be ne
sary to move the buildings apart so that the driveways woulc

ample t nmodate trucks of present length,
The development of the market would release team

ad other facilities in all areas. For most railroads the releas'
if these areas and facilities wou Ibe welcomed. It

be anticipated that traffic on the Union Freight Railroad
traversing Atlantic Avenue would be reduced by a developmentbe reduced
n South Boston. The reduction in the volume of freight on

the Union Freight Railroad would permit the maintem
better service to the warehouses along this line, and reduce the
traffic hazards to both pedestrians and vehicles, and reduce the

right-of-vmount of policing and maintenance over th

As h the

a vast network of underground lines carrying refrigerar

facilities used by hundreds of dealers and other bush
not kn ;entr

is assumee
that in the construction of the highway, the major portior
these lines would not be rendered useless. However, these line
rave been installed for many years and probably have been de
preciated fully. .Moreover, the lines probably would not be of

ruction business n
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sufficient value or serviceable enough to warrant removing them
for use in a new market area. In addition, it is not known
whether the lines would be needed for servicing the facilities to
be placed on the property when redeveloped. It may be pos-
sible to use them in connection with the industries to be devel-
oped in the area when the market is moved.

no Development Problems.

In preceding sections the number, kind and size of buildings
and other facilities recommended to be built to serve the im-
mediate wholesale produce market needs of Boston have been
ihown. It should be pointed out that the buildings recom-

mended, for each dealer, include toilet facilities, equipment for
lighting and for use of gas or oil heat, mezzanine office, door
and partitions for separating one dealer’s operation from an-
other. It also should be noted that elevators, conveyors, cooler
or freezer rooms, and other special equipment are not provided
The reason special equipment is not provided is that experience
in most markets indicates that in the relocation of dealers, there
is sufficient change in methods of operation that most dealers
do not know what and how much of the special equipment may
be needed. Thus, they are inclined to request considerably
more equipment than is needed. As a result, the corporation or
financing agency is required to store the surplus equipment and
pay for the cost of removing and storage, as well as pay for the

is not recommended that theseequipment not in use. Thus, it
facilities be built by the market corporation

and basement space probablyDealers operating ir
portable power conveyor formight prefer to use a chute

ween basement and first floorraising and low
or elevator for this purpose, itWhether they use the conveyor

aler to make this arrangementwould be necessary for each
with the corporation buildir he market at the time lease
are arranged. If an elevator is installed, its cost will rangeare

if a power-driven conveyorfrom 15,000 to $lO,OOO, wherea
,tely $l,OOO. A chute may beit will cost approxin

installed, with plate to cover the opening in the platform or
floor, for approximately $4OO.

Dealers operating in basement, first and second floors proba-
bly would need to give consideration to the installation of
elevators. A dealer operating in more than one unit would
need not more than one or two elevators. The determination
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as to the number of elevators to be installed would have to be
made by the dealer, and would form a part of the lease.

Dealers desiring to install cooler, freezer or ripening rooms
could make this determination after leases were signed. The
cost ol cooler space to be provided in the facilities recommended
will be about $4,000 per single car capacity with lower costs
per car where more than one car capacity is built.

The type of specialized equipment that would be placed in
dealers’ stores might bo depreciated on the basis of a ten-year
period, and financing of the installation might be held to the
ten-year period. Thus, the cost of placing this type of equip-
ment in stores of dealers would need to be liquidated on the
basis of $129.50 per year per $l,OOO invested at an interest
rate of 5 per cent.

It is difficult for fruit and vegetable dealers to determine
prior to the date of moving into a new market their exact
needs for cooler, freezer or ripening rooms. This is due to the
forced change in method of operations in a shorter marketing
period, the possibility of utilizing refrigerator cars at stores
and on near-by team tracks for holding of perishables, and the
change in number and size of purchases of buyers coming tojming to
the market. Thus, it would be desirable for dealers in th
products to install initially th minimum requirements of thesi
facility

The amount of cooler and freezer space to be provided in
facilities of dealers in meat ar 1 packing-house products, poul
try, eggs, dairy and related prc lucts is more readily determined
However, it would be desirab for these dealers to build only

the minimum amount of cooler and freezer space initially. This
will permit them to take advantage of the least possible inves
ment and to utilize the refriger ted space provided in cars at
stores and on team tracks. Ii Ny event, however, dealers
should provide themselves with efficient floor space so that
coolers could be installed when their need is determined

It will be the responsibi lealers to determine whether
the market is to be serviced I y refrigerant piped through the
market or by units led by the dealer. In all probability
refrigerant could be made avai ■ble by one of the private opera-

houses, if the service was deter-tors of public cold storage war
mined to be needec

Some dealers in the markr seriously suggested that thosi
who build the market should pla ee in stores cooler, freezer and
ripening rooms with refrigeratk n. Since this is not recom-
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1, it is believed to be desirable to show herein wh
in the development of the mar-
ould pay for more refrigerated

realized by dealer
ind abov

pace than would be needed by dealer
For example, a meat processor leasing a store unit containing

ment, first and second floors and requiring about 30 pi
of the total floor space in coolers and/or freezers, the co

providing the necessary refrigerated space would amount ti
rout 122,500 including complete refrigerating equipment

Overhead rails at $5 per running foot for 500 feet would cost
$2,500, and an adequate elevator might cost as much as $lO,OOO,
making a total cost for these items of $35,000. This investment
amortized over a ten-year period at 5 per cent interest would
necessitate an annual payment over this period of $4,532 per

ar. The annual rental for this unit at $4,920 per year would
wing the total annual cost for the first ten years to $9,452.
For a wholesale meat dealer leasing a store unit containin

first floor only and requiring about 70 per cent of the total spai
in coolers or freezer's, the cost of providing the necessary r
frigerated space completely equipped would amount to about
$17,000. Overhead rails at $5 per running foot for 300 feet
would cost $1,500 making a total cost for these items of $18,500
This investment amortized over a ten-year period would re-
quire an annual payment of $2,395 for the first ten years. The
annual rental for this unit at $2,420 would bring the total an
nual cost for the first ten years to $4,815. It must be remem-
bered that in each of the illustrations given the dealer would
have paid for and would own at the end of the ten years all of
the extra equipment provided.

The total savings which would be realized by meat dealer
annually from the elimination of cartage costs in the new market
would amount to an estimated $400,000. Annual rentals would
be increased in the new market by only $66,520, making a
total annual saving of $333,470 considering these two items
alone. This annual saving from cartage, taking into account
the increased annual rental, would over a ten-year period pay
for the installation of $2,575,000 worth of equipment in dealers'
stores, or $13,411 per store unit. The total estimated annual
net savings of meat dealers would over a ten-year period pay for
the installation of $7,583,000 worth of equipment or $39,495
per store unit

Although poultry and egg dealers probably would need
slightly less cooler and freezer space than dealers in meat and
packing-house products, they could pay in a ten-year period for
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about 8117,500 worth of cooler space by utilizing their net
cartage savings alter allowing for increased rents. With respect
to fruit and vegetable dealers, they do not use as much cooler
space and practically no freezer space. They would need ripen-
ing rooms. These dealers on the basis of the estimated savings
in cartage costs in a new market, after allowing for increased
rents, could amortize over a ten-year period a total investment
of $1,400,000 in cooler, fre ezer, ripening rooms and other equip-
ment. Thus, on 224 store units, this w ould permit an expendi-
ture in excess of $6,000 per store unit.

Development Problem*.
In considering the development of a new wholesale produce

market to serve Boston and its distribution area there are two
problems that will need to be considered. These relate to the
problems of getting some 400 dealers and hundreds of farmers
together in formulating a program to satisfy all. A consider-
able amount of effort is required to bring about unanimity of
opinion, and mam- compromises will need to be brought about
helore a new market can be built. To develop a new market
to serve Boston, all people will need to work together toward
a common objective.

A most important problem relating to the procurement of a
site of sufficient size and shape on which a market can be devel-
oped in Boston is the need for the right of public domain.
Thus, it will be necessary for the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, the city of Boston, or some other agency with the
right of public domain to lend its assistance to those who will
build the market for the purchase of certain parcels of land in
the acquisition of the site. This action might be done by any
public agency, since it has been shown that the maintenance of
a good wholesale produce market at Boston is in the public in-
tort

BE BUILT AXD MANAGED

Many groups and interns are concerned with the type of
of a wholesale produce marketmanagement placed in control ■

such as is needed in Boston,
transportation companies, buyer
all have a large stake in the

\\ holesale dealers, growers,
consumers and distant sellers

market management from th<
standpoint of efficient distribution. The city, Commonwealth,
and other governmental agencies have an interest in the market
from a standpoint of tax revenue, planning of traffic on streets

whom sum i.i) Tin: Mai
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1 highways, zoning and enforcement of regulations with
spect to inspection, sanitation and numerous other laws and
ordinances governing the handling of food products. The in-

store make up another group that is greatly concerned with
he success of the market. Whether they put in private or

;ht to expect the market to be
a a manner that their invest-
and that reasonable dividends

public funds, investors have a ri
constructed and operated in sue h
ment will be properly protect

to them
:1 eIn the interest of efficiency anc inomy and to insure that

benefit of those who will
j who will use the market

Ie market will be operated for th

use it, it is advisable for tho; 'UI

to build and manage it. Tl number of ways that an

reduce market can 1 It, financed, and managed,
'or profit; (2) city, State,
farmers’ co-operative asso-
imited profit corporation,
in.

w 'U

(1) Private corpo
vernmental agencyr othe

ii; (4) a private non-profit
and (5) a public non-profit corporate

A number of markets have been
managed by private firms for profit

;d, financed andc

This type of corporation
immended for Bostoi ase experience has indi-

porations are interestedI that r
hose doing busichiefly in revenue and not the nn

hr

Some markets have been finan
ity, State or other governmental

and operated by a
agency. There are a number
part in the development and
city of Boston currently fur-

anatI

üblic ir

mount of tl ies used by wholesale dealer
btful whether the city wouLn tl mar

of market recommended and
em in this type of financing
outside of the city served by
consideration because they
nent. Then, too, since the
msumers over a wide area,

a m financing the tv

probscribed hereir

and operation is that persons from
the market may not receive full
have no voice in the city goven

market services producers and c

should take the full respon-many city officials do not feel the
ies. Some cities have reachedfinancing: market facili

the limit of their bonded indebt iness and cannot obtain the
ace market even though thomoney to build a wholesale proc

rents would amortize the loan.
ation can build, finance and
rs. This method of financing

A mers co-operative assoc
perate a market for use of farmc
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and operating is satisfactory for assembly point m
irmers. With rc

Boston wholesale market, such a situation does no'

most of the mar
f the revenue to be obtained from the m

liners. I

mstai n

n

V private nc

means for the building andm

rent of tl m u

Un

imoiiwi

iu

iVI )(

twnersnif
ket. A further discussic
•ought out later in the r

vwho were doing

)f this tyr rr

A nor
if corporation for the management of a market as recommenc
r Boston. In order to create such a corporation, appropriat

he Commonwealtl
Massach ire is con

dering the enactment of such legislation. This type of owi

ship would be preferred, if such legislation is made available
nd the conditions specified therein made the follow!

visions: (1) Permitted all interested groups to participa

the building, financing and managing of the marl
made definitely non-profit-making; (3) established a continuir

hoard
as well as governmental

nd (5) provided those who pay for the i
factory leases or otlmar

dences of their contribution to the building of the facility

If adequate legislation is provided by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, serious consideration should be given to the
utilization of such legislation for building, financing and man-
aging the market. If such legislation is not forthcoming, it is
recommended that serious consideration be given to the de-
velopment of a private non-profit or limited profit corporation
Under either circumstance, the same ultimate objectives could
be achieved.
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mg that the major portion of the interested wholesale
;roups and farmers decided that a new market is to be

on, it would be necessary to determine the type of
nd establish the board of directorsand other funda-

cies before any progress could be made for such
ipment, In the establishment of such corporation it is

at markets of the type recoix
•r

ardless of whether a priva
profit corporation is set up to build,

vill be necessary to arrange

market. It has not
■se of this survey to determine whether
available from the Commonwealth or

ment of the proposed wholesale produ

atic manner and all types of food handlers be represented on
ae board of directors if all are to be given fair and equitable

he board of directors should have the power to issue bondse

id contract indebtedness against the revenue and other assets
if the corporation. The bonds issued by the corporation in

ancing should bear a fixed rate of interest and be made sub-
any interest-bearing date. Further provisions of

corporation will have to be made when it is determined the
at will build, finance and manage th
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market in Boston. The determination as to the appropriat
for financing the market would be the responsibility of th
Legislature of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Like
wise, this determination with respect to the city ofBoston would
be the responsibility of the proper authorities of the city. It
may be that the arrangement for financing will need to be pro-
vided by the various trade interests who would use the facility
when built.

It is possible that the market as recommended may be
financed by local trade and farm interests. Of course, this can
only be done after an appropriate corporation is established to
determine rather definitely the cost of the market and how
much will need to be paid in by those who would be expected to
use the facility when built. Under this method, it is possible
to issue junior mortgage bonds or stock and sell these evidences
of indebtedness of the corporation to those who would lease
facilities in the market. This might be done by requiring the
user of a facility or unit in the market to advance $3,000 for
each facility for which the construction cost is shown to be
$15,500 in Table 3, and for units of facilities of a higher or lower
value the advance would be a proportionate part of the cost of
the facility leased. In other words, an operator renting 2 store
units with a cost value of $31,000 would advance $6,000, and
an operator renting two units with a cost of $26,400 each would
advance $10,220 to the corporation. It may be noted that the
advance requested is approximately a year’s annual rental. If
this policy were followed for all facilities to be built in the
market, approximately $1,635,000 would be accumulated by
the corporation. It also might be possible for the seller of a

arge part of the land to take a junior mortgage bond and accept
.nnual interest and principal payments over a given period of

a,rs in liquidation of such advar )f course, it may be
necessary to pay a slightly higher interest rate for the junior
mortgage money. Then, too may be possible to sell common
stock or junior mortg: private investors. If the
market corporation could obtai itle to the land and have some

he land, it is possible that 15 tfunds in excess of the value of
the market might be obtained20 per cent of the total cost of

and a first mortgage placed on
financing institution in the bin

the remaining portion from any
iiness of lending first mortgage

monev.

If the market were built by
thoritv under legislation afforde

a Commonwealth market au
1 by the Commonwealth Logis
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lature, it would be anticipated that ownership would remain in
the hands of authority indefinitely. Unless the Commonwealth

guaranteed the mortgage, the
as shown in the preceding para-
ances, the authority would lease
the market, and such operator

such lease for an indefinite period

appropriated the money or
financing would be the same
graph. Under these circumst
facilities to each operator in
should be permitted to renew i
of time or sell such lease togetl
cold storage and other faciliti

ler with his equipment, including
installed in the units in which

he operates, together with his
because as has been pointed
operators may provide in store
ration cold storage space and
than the value of the building

good will. This is necessary,
aut earlier in the report such
units furnished by the corpo-

other facilities of higher value
itself. Thus, it is necessary if

dealers are to be assured continued operation and granted per-
mission to dispose of property installed in the store facility to
provide a means by which they may recover at least a part of
their investment.

If the market is to be built by a non-profit or limited profit
private corporation, another plan could be used. Under this
plan, when annual payments are made, ownership stock certifi-
cates could be issued to dealers. The stock certificate to be
issued would represent each operator’s interest in the corpo-
ration, but not necessarily the extent of his voice in the manage-
ment of the market because each tenant would have one voice.

The stock certificate would not indicate a tenant’s owner-
hip to any units, group of units, or any facilities located on
re market. Some exception might be necessary in the case of

a private corporation that would build facilities on land leased
on a long-term basis. If a tenant procured the initial bonds or
stocks for the market development and signed a lease for space
in the market, a stock certificate of no par value might be issued
to such tenant on the basis of the amount of rental involved.
For example, if one store unit rented for .12,000, one stock cer-
tificate or share could be issued to a tenant occupying one store
unit. A tenant leasing two units renting at $2,000 each would
be issued one share of stock for each unit rented. A tenant
leasing a facility or unit in the market that would rent for
$3,000 could be issued one share and a fraction share of stock
in the corporation. Farmers might want to create a co-operative

iation if the present association by-laws d
permit this action. If farmers as a whole were expected to

10,000 in annual rents, then five shares would be issued
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to the share-holding association. For those facilities such
offices, cafeterir for other services, service stalt£

nd related enterprises on the market, the corpora-tion, gara

tion mi t want to issue shares, but it would not be necessar
After;o. After the first issue of these shares to tenants leasingrst issue

space in the market, one share could be issued annually f
each share held by a tenant for each succeedir
initial market investment became liquidated

At tf )r when the mar
dated, each tenant would be in possession of an amoun
in the corporation that would represent his pro rata share of
the corporation based on his use of facilities and rents r
during thhe period of liquidation. If after five or more vper
the mark

Nt, such tenant couldles for new tenai n

in rental each year dur
his occupancy. After the market investment became liquidat
a tenant who occupied a facility for thirty years and paid 52,00(i 82,000

ave 30 shares, whereas the tenanper year ir
who had occupied a similar facility for only twenty years an<
had paid $2,000 annually in rentals would have only 20 sh
in the mar I

The question might be raised by some dealers about the
ght to own the ch they operate. This questii

a part of t!
nd the dealei

nr w

Inrat i

heriW ill they ar
ninety-nine-year lease on land on which their facilitk
built. Experience in such markets has not always been1

ma y w
to expand their business because of increased volume har
or because of some change in their manner of operatic:reration. W
the facility is ovv Ned by the dealer, he is more or less froze
he space in which he originally started doing business and h<id 1

not expand me situation would apply ti aj

vho might business. If dealerii ua

not own the facilit be madrrangemen
i

by the managemer space for those dealersv xtrr

pace not needed by orneeding mon

dealer to another ter
wholesale produce ma

n ility is much needed inflexilan

produi he constant turnover in
occupants and anges in methods of operatioi

lin a corporation having to dMoreover, the corporation wit

I rents par
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hich a dr

When the m

to quit bush
*e of the liquidation of the corporation,

simple because the total assets, when
;d among the interests in the market on

ers. In the second
or in the case of

ns of settle-
rranged by providing that inhis settlement

ock should be fir
who couldhe stock shouk

he approval bv ors
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aturi

anv event, th
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It up in th

f directors cannot give lull time
the market, because they 1
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Hi

His

■vould maintain sanitary conditionsmpJoy

lolice the market. It won IV

J one doing business in the market received full
benefits from its operation. The manager could plav

iportant part in bringing new busines; market, in
sistmg pr(producers in growing the type and quality of prodi

on the market, in encouragingretailers to move seasoi

luses, and in finding sales outlets for produce handler

nsih

n all people doing business on the market and other agen
hat might be able to make contributions to the mar

mprovement and success. 1 his would involve relationship:
h the city, count

market, and sue

Ed to the wholesale produce business. Every effo:
ade by the manager to bring to the market new an
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